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Executive Summary
The report presented below aims at assessing the environmental impact of the subsidies
granted to the French Waterways Office (Voies navigables de France – VNF), amounting to
€244.6M in 2017. The impact of these subsidies is assessed regarding three criteria, as
defined in the Green OAT framework: climate change mitigation (1st section of the report),
climate change adaptation and biodiversity protection (2nd section of the report).

1st section: Climate change mitigation
In this section, the counterfactual scenario is based on a situation where subsidies’ removal
would no longer allow VNF to fulfill its missions. In such a scenario, demand for waterway
transport would be completely shifted to road and rail modes. The estimated modal shift is
modelled using a model called “Modev”. The model gives an estimation of the alternative
transport mode (road or rail) with corresponding routes which would minimize freight
generalized costs (i.e. trip duration and operation costs) in the absence of inland waterway
transport.

Results of the review
Building on the counterfactual scenario presented above, we estimate that avoided CO2
emissions due to inland waterways transport represent about 290 kilo tones of CO2 in 2017.
This represents a reduction of about 1% (0.9%) of total French freight emissions per year.

Indicators in summary
Modal shift induced by subsidies *


Road: - 5.3 Giga tonnes.km per year (-2%)



Rail: - 2.1 Giga tonnes.km per year (-6%)

Avoided CO2 emissions due to subsidies *
290 kilo tones of CO2 per year
Confidence interval of avoided CO2 emissions *
[160;310] ktCO2
*Considering the extreme case scenario where inland waterway
activity would disappear without subsidies

Considering the extreme case scenario where inland waterway activity would disappear
without subsidies, we estimate that around 70% of tones-kilometers would shift to the road
mode (+ 5.3 Gtkm) and about 30% on the rail mode (+ 2.1 Gtkm).
According to a sensitivity analysis based on Monte Carlo simulations, the emissions savings
due to inland waterway transport should remain between a minimum value of 160 ktCO2 to a
maximum value of 310 ktCO2 (2017 base year).
Additional remarks


The analysis has also shed light on the limited potential for VNF to compensate lost
subsidies by higher freight fees. Independent research findings and calculations based
on VNF elasticity levels indicate that the expected total revenue VNF should get from
higher freight fees would stay well under a maximal level of €180M.
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Moreover, an important increase of freight waterways fees would considerably
decrease French inland waterway traffic and consequently increase CO2 emissions of
freight transport.

2nd section: Climate change adaptation and biodiversity
protection
In this section, VNF actions are reviewed to identify those likely to benefit to biodiversity and/or
climate change adaptation, and establishing whether these actions were additional to existing
regulation, effectively benefiting the environment, and efficiently implemented by VNF. The list
of actions fulfilling these criteria is detailed below and allows to reasonably advocate for a
positive impact of subsidies granted to VNF as regards biodiversity protection and climate
change adaptation. The methodology used is described in Annex 1.

Results of the review
Following the methodology mentioned above, actions that are relevant regarding the
evaluation, that is to say actions that are additional to existing regulation governing VNF
actions, beneficial to biodiversity or climate change adaptation and from which VNF has
reached its target are the following:


VNF is recovering part of the dredged sediment. There are no strong regulations
on this topic, even if sediment management regulation is increasingly binding, recovery
is only fostered by the operational committee declaration of the 2010 conference called
the “sea Grenelle1. VNF is reaching approximately 60% of recovered sediment.



VNF is undertaking actions to reduce the impact of dredging operation on fish
mortality and ecosystems perturbations, operating according to breeding cycles
and using alternative techniques of monitoring. Even though national legislation –
in particular the 2006 Water Act2 – is relatively binding about fish mortality while
maintaining works, VNF is providing positive and spontaneous effort in the monitoring
of its’ maintenance activities impacts.



When feasible, VNF undertakes the replacement of the banks backup system
from steel to vegetated techniques. This action has established positive impacts on
biodiversity and supports European objectives3, but is not mandatory. VNF is restoring
banks every year using those techniques, without stating any explicit target.



When feasible, VNF maintains alluvial forest. The example of the Polder d’Erstein
in Grand-Est Region, illustrates how VNF punctually has an interesting role in the
restoration of alluvial forests, which possesses high environmental qualities. This kind
of action is not regulated. The further results of this project will give more information
on VNF related performance.

1

The “sea Grenelle” is a public reflecting and negotiating body gathering the French, elected officials, economic
and private actors concerned by sea related issues, and civil society, organized by the Ministry in Charge of the
Environment, following the 2007 Grenelle model (The Grenelle de l'environnement was an open multi-party
debate in France that brings together representatives of national and local government and organizations
(industry, labor, professional associations, non-governmental organizations) on an equal footing, with the goal of
unifying a position on a specific theme.).
2

The Water Act of 2006 is stating that dredging has to be planned inside a dredging operations multi-year
management plan, subject to authorization, and realized at a coherent hydrographic unit scale.
3 The European directive n°2000/60/CE of the 23 October 2000, specifies that “Member States shall protect,
enhance and restore all bodies of surface water, subject to the application of subparagraph (iii) for artificial and
heavily modified bodies of water, with the aim of achieving good surface water status at the latest 15 years after
the date of entry into force of this Directive”. In this context, vegetated techniques contribute to reaching European
targets.
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Since 2013, VNF has not been using any chemical and phytosanitary products to
manage its network. Not using protection products has a proven impact on human
health and a proven impact on biodiversity in agricultural areas. VNF is going beyond
regulatory incentives by having completely ended its use on the institution’s network.

Overall, those actions reasonably advocates for a VNF subsidy benefiting the environment
regarding biodiversity and climate adaptation.
Additional remarks
It can be noted that actions additional to existing regulations are mainly the ones impacting
positively biodiversity, rather than climate change adaptation. Indeed, as those actions are not
part of the historical and core activities of VNF, the corresponding regulation is less binding,
leaving more room for maneuver. Moreover, as actions additional to existing regulations are
beyond the scope of the agency’s main missions, they depend on the available funding. VNF
has acquired field knowledge and expertise that could be channeled to delve into the synergies
between VNF main activities and biodiversity protection, beyond mere mitigation.
Finally, beyond its main focus, this study also allowed to shed light on synergies between
actions benefiting biodiversity and climate change adaptation, and VNF main missions’
economic performance. Those synergies show that future economic development of VNF
could rely on a more sustainable management.
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Introduction
On 24 January 2017, Agence France Trésor launched the first French sovereign green bond,
the Green OAT. France's Green OAT funds central government budget expenditure and
expenditure under the “Invest for the Future” program to fight climate change, adapt to climate
change, protect biodiversity and fight pollution. This instrument is in line with the current
political ambition stated in the Paris Agreement for climate change, to redirect investment
towards positive action for the environment.
In order to determine the impact of French public expenditure eligible to the Green OAT,
environmental assessment is required. Hence, on this same date of 24 January 2017, France
has committed to provide a thorough ex post environmental impact evaluation of green eligible
expenditure under the guidance of the Green OAT Evaluation Council.
The French inland waterways authority, Voies Navigables de France (VNF) is the public
institution in charge of most of French waterways network. VNF operates 6,700 out of the
8,000 km of French inland waterways, including channels, rivers, dams, sluices, etc. The other
1,300 km are handled by local communities or other public institutions. VNF also promotes
inland transportation of goods, participates in the territories’ economic and touristic
development and develops activities on the public fluvial domain. The grant to VNF was
identified as the second green spending to be evaluated, and is the first one to be assessed in
the transport sector.
The objective of this evaluation is to assess the environmental impact of VNF subsidies
regarding climate change mitigation, climate change adaptation, and biodiversity protection.
VNF was created in 1992. Since 2013, VNF is a public institution of administrative nature,
meaning that VNF is a legal public entity under the State control, while having some degree of
financial and administrative autonomy. More specifically, VNF executes its missions under the
technical and political supervision of the Ministry for the Ecological and Inclusive Transition
(Directorate-General for infrastructures, transports and sea) and under the financial
supervision of the Ministry of Economy and Finance and the Ministry of Public Action and
Accounts. VNF is organized in 7 territorial departments, topped by a Directorate.
The main missions of the institution are:


Ensuring maintenance, improvement, extension and promotion of inland waterways
and their dependencies by developing a functional river transport and contributing to
the modal shift.



Ensuring the waterways hydraulic and water resources management and monitoring
the hydraulic works and installations.



Contributing to sustainable development and territorial planning.

The green eligible expenditure corresponding to the subsidy for the public services received
by VNF amounts to €488.6M in 2017. Other resources of VNF come mainly from taxes and
license-fees. VNF also benefits from investment resources. The main expenditures of VNF in
2016 are: staff costs, operating costs, and investment costs. The aim of the subsidy for public
services is to provide VNF with enough resources to maintain a secure, reliable, modern
network of waterways while protecting the environment and biodiversity. As inland navigation
emits less CO2 per ton transported than truck transport, maintaining a functional network in
good condition is necessary to ensure a transfer from road to water transport of goods (modal
shift), and then, to reduce emissions of the transport sector.
In VNF missions lie the protection of biodiversity and the adaptation to climate change,
however regulation applying to VNF actions is more biding on security and network
functionality objectives, then on those pursuing an environmental goal. However, as a
waterway transportation manager, VNF promotes and encourages the modal shift from
roadways and railroads to waterway transport. Its consequences in terms of carbon emissions
8

are direct, as waterway transport emits less CO2 than road transport, and will be the studied
contribution of VNF to climate change mitigation.
The report is organized as follow. In the first section, focusing on climate change mitigation,
the first step consists in estimating the modal shift, and corresponding changes in CO2
emissions, induced by an extreme case scenario corresponding to a drastic fall of waterway
transport if the public subsidy to VNF were to disappear. Such a scenario allows us to evaluate
the share of goods that would transit by each of alternative transport mode (i.e. road and rail)
and the CO2 emissions that are being avoided, each year, thanks to VNF and its inland
waterway services. The second step introduces a discussion about VNF toll levels’ effects on
river traffic and on potential revenue for VNF, in order to give rough indications on VNF ability
to compensate lost subsidies by increasing its freight fees. The degree of robustness of
avoided CO2 emissions by waterway transport services is then evaluated through a sensitivity
analysis, based on Monte Carlo simulations.
In the second section, actions impacting biodiversity and those impacting climate change
adaptation are analyzed together, as they are synergies among them. The first part relates to
VNF’s activities aiming at mitigating waterways network maintenance activities (dredging,
stopping of shipping traffic) and works’ impacts on ecosystems; the second part to the
management of water resources and water takes; the third part is about restoring, maintaining,
and redeveloping natural areas connected to VNF’s infrastructures. More experimental actions
undertaken by VNF to benefit the environment are described in Annex 2.
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Section 1: Climate change mitigation
The terms of reference for the environmental impact of VNF subsidies asked to assess the
effectiveness of the policy with respect to climate change mitigation, focusing on CO2
emissions' reduction due to modal shift of freight traffic to waterway transport. This part of the
report presents the conclusions reached with a discussion on their degree of robustness, as
well as the methodology used for assessing the climate change mitigation effects.
The first step of the section (chap. I to IV) consists in estimating the modal shift, as well as
changes in CO2 emissions, induced by an extreme case scenario corresponding to a drastic
fall of the river transport sector. Such a scenario allows us to evaluate the share of goods that
would transit by each of alternative transport mode (i.e. road and rail) and the CO 2 emissions
that would be avoided by inland waterways services.
The second part of the section (chap. V to VII) introduces a discussion about VNF toll levels
effects on river traffic and on potential revenue for VNF, in order to give rough indications on
VNF ability to compensate lost subsidies by increasing its freight fees. The degree of
robustness of avoided CO2 emissions by river transport services is then evaluated through a
sensitivity analysis, based on Monte Carlo simulations. Sensitivity analysis is applied on major
parameters such as elasticity levels, shifted traffic proportions, emission levels per vehicle to
produce 90% confidence intervals on related estimated traffic and on total avoided CO 2
emissions levels.
The final part of the section (chap. VIII to IX), is dedicated to the conclusion which summarizes
notable results and methodological recommendations focusing on the main guidelines of the
report constitution, discussing the research limitations as well as proposing some practical
recommendations for future evaluations on similar topics.
The last chapter (chap. X) is focusing on the scientific referee recommendations and
observations. It also contains answers made by the study’s team to the referees’ questions.

I – Overview of French inland waterways characteristics
France has the third largest European waterways network after Germany and Netherlands.
VNF transported 53 million tones and 11.2 million passengers in 20174. It is important to notice
that a small part of VNF income comes from transport fees (€13,6M in 2017), it is a small
amount compared with VNF public subsidies, which represent 57% of its whole budget
(€244.6M out of €429.1M).
Concerning type of transported goods, waterways are adapted to heavy and massive ones:
building materials, bulk transportation (cereals), petrol, containers, metallurgy and chemical
products.
In terms of traffic levels, waterway comes after its freight competitors: road and railways.
Despite road transportation leadership, this mean of transport is less efficient for heavy and
massive goods. What is more, road transport can suffer strikes, congestion, weather conditions
and so on. Freight railways transportation is not always a concurrent and can be, to some
extent, complementary to waterways within intermodal chains since it can also transport heavy
and massive goods. To get access to freight which origin or destination is not right on the
riverside, waterway transport absolutely needs road or even rail transport.
Railways are not as flexible (booking train paths may take a few months), but inland waterway
transport depends on low water levels which may confront shippers with disturbances in their

4

VNF annual report 2017. Available here:
http://www.vnf.fr/vnf/img/cms/Transport_fluvialhidden/RAVNF_2017_web_20180629114531.pdf
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logistical processes and impact their reliability and costs schemes. In that way the
complementarity as well as the substitutability of railways and inland waterways transport
depends on the responsive behavior of inland waterway carriers and shippers.

II – Role and financial background of VNF
The French inland waterways authority, Voies Navigables de France (VNF) is the public
institution in charge of most of French waterways network: it operates 6 700 out of the 8 000
km of French inland waterways, including channels, rivers, dams, etc. The other 1 300 km are
handled by local communities or other public institutions. VNF also promotes inland
transportation of goods, participates in the territorial actors’ efforts to promote economic and
touristic development and to contribute to develop activities on the public fluvial area.

II.1 – Waterway transport activity
Waterway transport traffic levels estimated for France (excluding Rhine river transit) are in the
range of 6.7 to 6.8 giga tones-kilometers (Gtkm) for the year 2016. The level of waterway traffic
has remained stable from 2000 to 2017: between 7.0 to 8.0 Gtkm (see Table 1).

Table 1 – French inland freight transport traffic (Gtkm). Sources: CGDD/SDES CCTN 2017
(government stat)

About 60% of total traffic is domestic, while 18% is related to import and 22% for export. As it
can be seen in Figure 1, it reaches around 2.1% of domestic land freight (excluding oil
pipelines) (SDES according to VNF, 2016).

Figure 1 – French inland freight transport modal shares (%). Source: CGDD/SDES CCTN 2017
(government stat)
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Table 2 – French waterways transport traffic evolution for years 2016 and 2017. Source: VNF 2017 5

II.2 – VNF operating revenues
VNF operating revenues reach €437M in 2016, including the total amount of subsidies, which
represent around 56% (€244M in 2016) of total financial resources. The hydro tax represents
the second item of revenue, with nearly €141M in 2016.

Table 3 – VNF Financial resources. Source: VNF, 20176

In average, subsidies represent 3.6€ cents per tones-km which corresponds approximately to
4.6€ per ton of transported goods.

III – Description of the evaluation methodology and
modelling framework
To evaluate the impact of freight waterways on GHG emissions we must consider the whole
transport system including other means of transport. For this reason, we have chosen a
multimodal transport model (Modev7).

III.1 – Description of the model Modev
This section describes the general framework and features of the model, presenting the heart
of the model and its key assumptions. Simulations of waterways transport traffic are provided
by Modev, a national multimodal transport model for both passenger and freight, developed by
the CGDD. It is a geographic, static and multimodal traffic model which allows both medium

5

http://www.vnf.fr/vnf/img/cms/Transport_fluvialhidden/DP_trafic_fluvial_2017_vdef_20180220164809.pdf
Ibid.
7
Short Modev model description available here (in French) : https://www.ecologiquesolidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/Th%C3%A9ma%20-%20MODEV%20%20La%20mod%C3%A9lisation%20des%20flux%20nationaux%20de%20transport.pdf
6
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and long-term transport demand estimation as well as simulations of modal split, network
congestion and optimization of infrastructures usage. It considers the competition between
modes for freight transportation.
The Modev model is used for multiple purposes:


Testing diverse kinds of policies (new infrastructure(s), pricing, cost and price for
transport, new vehicles...) and their environmental impacts



Forecasting demand for transport and traffic in the medium and long run (see for
example the report – in French - « Transport demand projection in the long run » which
includes also a detailed description of Modev8)Forecasting modal shares



Forecasting network congestion



Modelling multimodal transport (access to stations, airports, multimodal freight
transport services)

The assessment is carried out with a 2015 macro-economic framework and a 2015 network
(road, rail and river). Outside France, zoning is at the NUTS2 level and only inter-zonal flows
are modelled.

III.2 – Scenario description
In this assessment, we aim to carry out an ex-post evaluation in order to estimate the GHG
impact of VNF activities. In this view, we build a counterfactual scenario in which, due to the
crucial importance of the subsidies in VNF budget, we consider that the subsidies’ removal
would no longer allow VNF to fulfil its missions. Thus, we consider that this would consequently
lead to a drastic fall of the river transport sector, assumed here to be near zero.
Given the important gap between subsidies (€244M) and the present VNF revenue coming
from freight fees (€8.5M), a separated analysis underlines that trying to simulate the
compensation of subsidies suppression by an exclusive increase of toll fees rates would
involve multiplying the unit fee by much more than 30. Such a dramatic increase on tolls has
never been experienced in the past and would certainly result in very strong reactions of the
shippers. In this view, it is not unreasonable to consider that the withdrawal of subsidies
provided by the general budget of the State to VNF would lead to a complete collapse of
waterway transport, as a first approximation.
This scenario is based on the following assumptions:


the lost subsidies are not offset by an increase in revenues other than user fees, for
instance a hike in the hydraulic power production tax;



VNF does not change its activities, same services at same costs;



No other actor fills in the gap created by the absence of VNF.

The ex-post scenario is simulated as the absence of river freight transport activity. This expost assessment can provide a reasonable estimation of total avoided emissions by waterways
transport for 2017 base year at the national level since MODEV simulates the modal shifts for
2015. The modal shift values are quite stable with time and are consequently used to give an
estimation of the corresponding CO2 emissions for 2017.

8

Projection de la demande de transport sur le long terme (2016) available here :https://www.ecologiquesolidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/Th%C3%A9ma%20%20Projections%20de%20la%20demande%20de%20transport%20sur%20le%20long%20terme.pdf
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IV – Results
IV.1 – Traffic levels and modal shift effects
Like previously described, the assessment presented in the result section is an evaluation of
the inland waterway mode for the 2017 reference year, based on modal shift levels calculated
for 2015. The estimated modal shift is based on the route the freight would have taken on the
road or rail in the absence of inland waterway transport. The model considers all possible
modal shifts between different destinations and transport modes9.
By construction, all inland waterways freight activity (7.5 Gtkm) has been shifted to alternative
modes of transport.
Concerning modal shift associated to the assessment, we estimate that around 70% (Table 5)
of tones-kilometers would shift to the road mode (+ 5.3 Gtkm) and about 30% on the rail mode
(+ 2.1 Gtkm) (Table 4).

Table 4 – Estimation of modal shift induced by suppression of subsidies. Source: CGDD Modev 2019

Table 5 – Estimations of modal shift toward road and rail freight in total absence of inland waterway
transport. Source: CGDD Modev 2019

9

At a fine-scale, this may lead to change the direction of freight traffic flow.
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IV.2 – Emission levels
In this section, we estimate the aggregate avoided CO2 emissions due to modal shift.
Resulting from their huge load capacities, inland waterways vessels have lower average CO 2
factor emissions compared to trucks. On the other hand, they have higher average CO2 factor
than rail freight due to a lower proportion of electric-powered engines. Transporting goods in
bulk is a significant source of savings: to illustrate the gap, one vessel pusher with two fully
loaded barges on the river can have the same goods capacity as about 150 articulated trucks
on the road.

Table 6 – Inland waterways vessels CO2 emissions levels. Source: Methodological Guide 2018 Information CO2 des prestations de transport - ADEME/VNF (2006)10

As shown in Table 6, we could estimate an average CO2 emission factor of about
34.5 gCO2/tkm (grams of CO2 per tones-kilometers) for French inland waterways transport.
From the same bibliographical source, road transport has an average emission factor
estimated at 98 gCO2 /tkm. For rail freight the average CO2 emission level is quite low, with an
average value around 13.8 gCO2 /tkm11. This is mostly explained by the relative share of
electric locomotives used for rail freight, these locomotives representing about 45% of the total
locomotive fleet. Of course, diesel locomotives are also commonly used for freight activity and
represent 55% of the fleet.

Table 7 – Average emission levels by type of mode (gCO2/km). Source: CGDD calculations using unit
ratios from Methodological Guide 2018 - Information CO2 des prestations de transport

Results show that the suppression of inland waterways transport mode as a consequence of
cutting subsidies to VNF activities could, all things being equal, increase CO2 emissions from
freight transport. Waterways transport allows an economy of around 1% (0.9%) of total freight
emissions for the year 2017 (using modal shift levels calculated for year 2015), i.e. 290 ktCO2.
All things being equal, the shift from waterways to the road mode would then increase the
relative emission contribution of road freight from 97% to 98% of the total.

10

Methodological Guide 2018, Information CO2 des prestations de transport Application de l’article L. 1431-3 du
code des transports: principaux résultats par catégorie d’équipements, see Table 26 page 197. Available here :
https://www.ademe.fr/sites/default/files/assets/documents/86275_7715-guide-information-co2-transporteurs.pdf
11 Waterway freight that would shift to rail is assumed here to be transported by electric locomotives in a
proportion of 47% of total rail freight expressed in tones-kilometers, 53% being transported by diesel locomotives
(47% x 4 + 53% x 24.2=13.8).
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Table 8 – Estimation of avoided CO2 emission levels from French inland waterway freight activity. Source:
CGDD Modev 2019

V – Discussion on VNF toll level
As previously described, the amount of VNF subsidies is about €244M in 2016. In this section
we try to give indications on the possibility for VNF to compensate the loss of subsidies by
increasing freight fees. We also briefly describe the policy choices of two neighboring
countries: Germany and The Netherlands.

V.1 – Evaluation of VNF freight toll income and expenses coverage
In this sub-section, we test to which extent an increase in freight toll levels could compensate
for the loss of subsidies, or at least for insuring a better coverage of total VNF expenses and
reducing VNF dependency on government grants for freight transport activities.
The VNF financial leeway is estimated by calculations on successive toll levels values. To do
so, our methodology is based on inland waterways price elasticities of tones-kilometers, using
values validated by VNF (Table 9). sensitivity tests are also presented in chapter VI of the
section, using international reference values. We then estimate the net decrease of annual
French inland waterways freight transport activity (tones-km) as well as the VNF net freight
income increase by applying a progressive toll increase. The simulated traffics levels obtained
should be taken with care, especially for highest VNF toll values, for which uncertainty may be
high. Assuming constant price-elasticity is certainly a very strong assumption which must
probably lead to underestimating demand reactions (i.e. overestimating remaining waterway
traffic).

Table 9 – Tones-km elasticity values of French inland waterway freight transport. Source: CGDD from
VNF values

The toll value is increased up to the theoretical value, which maximizes VNF total freight
waterway income level.
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Simulation : sensitivity of VNF budget to elasticity level variation
Inf5%

Sup95%

Estimated upper limit of VNF revenue

300,00
250,00
200,00
150,00
100,00
50,00

Figure 2 – VNF toll levels variation effects on freight inland waterway traffics and VNF income
(Assuming constant elasticity). Source: CGDD 2019

By increasing VNF freight inland waterway toll, results show that despite a strong traffic
decrease, VNF freight revenue could in theory keep increasing up to a ceiling of around €180M,
when tolls reach 14.3 c€ (x110: actual toll value of 0.13 c€ per tonnes.km multiplied by 110).
When the toll value reaches 10.4 c€ (i.e. actual toll value multiplied by 80), which corresponds
to a net VNF toll revenue estimated at €170M, the net increase of VNF revenue slows down
and the VNF freight revenue begins to reach its peak.
Hence, results indicate that:


there could be a large potential for VNF toll revenue increase which would nevertheless
probably stay (well) below €180M (obtained assuming that price-elasticity would stay
constant although toll levels get multiplied by about 100);



expected total VNF freight revenue from waterway fees would anyway not allow a total
compensation for the loss of subsidies (less than €180M max versus €244M);



an increase of VNF freight waterways toll would decrease French inland waterway
traffic and increase CO2 emissions levels.

Remarks:
Results should be interpreted with care; the uncertainty is quite high due to the application of
constant elasticity values which may be used out of their field of relevance. It may overestimate
traffics levels especially for very high VNF fee levels. However, estimated values produce a
useful upper order of magnitude for maximum levels.
As mentioned in sub-section III.2 of the present chapter, such an important level of toll increase
has never been experienced in the past and would certainly result in very strong reactions of
the shippers which cannot be anticipated using the current modelling methodology
To avoid massive eviction of freight demand toward road or rail transport, and additional CO 2
emissions, VNF strategy for transport development could also increase investments levels to
enhance quality and improve the level of service. This may consequently stabilize or at least
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limit the decrease of the market share of inland waterways, as toll levels increase. But such
investments would most probably need additional public funding.

V.2 – Transport toll policy choices in Germany and in the Netherlands
In the Netherlands, inland waterways are owned by the central government (with the marginal
exception of two bridges) and inland waterways are exempted from user’s fee (freight transport
or even for recreational activities). However, freight waterway users must pay for using ports
and locks that are owned by local authorities. A 2005 European report12 indicates in the
published ‘Nota Mobiliteit’ (30 September 2004) that the Dutch government intends to change
this situation. It could be explained by new needs to finance the inland waterways for
construction and maintenance and by that fact that the European Union wants to apply the
“users-pays” principle. In Germany, inland waterways are also entirely financed through the
state budget with rather small revenues from user fees (the river Rhine, the most important
waterway in Germany is exempted from user fees since 186813). The Federal Government has
considered in 2011, according to the report Bundesverband der DeutschenBinnenschiffhart
(BDB)14, to include into the toll collection system the waterways previously exempt from the
charge. After the decline of inland waterway transport in 2018, explained among other reasons
by the low water levels of Germany’s most important inland waterways during the second half
of 2018, the federal Government was finally thinking to totally remove river tolls on all its
channels and rivers in order to promote the modal shift for goods transportation from road to
river.

VI – Sensitivity analysis
In this section we introduce the sensitivity analysis applied on results which were given in the
first part of the report (sections IV and V). This sensitivity analysis is focusing on the main
parameters used for calculations, some of these may be affected by important uncertainties,
especially for extreme values calculations (i.e. for high toll levels). Those parameters are:
elasticity levels and related estimated traffic, modal shares of shifted traffic, unit emission
levels. Most of the estimates provided below are based on the Monte Carlo method.

VI.1 – Elasticity and associated traffic levels sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analyses for traffic levels are presented here. The consistency of price-elasticities
is crucial, as it represents an important parameter for traffic levels estimations. On the topic of
inland waterways, the literature provides a wide range of price-elasticity values and
considerable heterogeneity in elasticity values is observed in this literature.
Price elasticities vary because they refer to different countries and may take into account large
differences between countries in the relative competitiveness of rail transport and inland
waterways transport. Differences may also result from the differences in the type of data used
and from the modelling methodologies (time-series, cross-section or panel data) as well as
from supporting assumptions. Price elasticities could also vary because they refer to different
geographic markets with their own specificities (different components of total transport cost
between countries for example).
For some commodities and NST categories, elasticity values reported from Beuthe et al. (2001)
may be very high compared with values reported from the literature review. They may get out
of their validity area if applied for simulating high cost levels.

12

Charging and pricing in the area of inland waterways Practical guideline for realistic transport pricing (2005).
Final report available here :
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/inland/studies/doc/2005_charging_and_princing_study.p
df
13 The Mannheim Act of 17 October 1868. Here : https://www.ccr-zkr.org/11010100-en.html
14 Geschäftsbericht 2011–2012, Bundesverband der DeutschenBinnenschiffahrte.V. (BDB), Duisburg 2011, 17.
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For each group of commodities, we have chosen the widest range of elasticity within the
reported literature, within the following maximal range [- 6.0; - 0.2] to exclude most extreme
elasticity values.

Table 10 – Sensitivity analysis on tones-km elasticity values of inland waterway freight transport.
Sources : Oum et al. (1999), Beuthe et al. (2001), Jonkeren et al. (2001)

Elasticity ranges were used to perform a Monte Carlo simulation. A random selection of one
thousand of simulated elasticity values is performed based on triangular distributions within
the selected range and for each given NST-R group. This allows to produce a 90% confidence
interval (assuming elasticities stay constant whatever the toll level) for freight traffic (Figure 3)
as well as for VNF fees revenue level (Figure 4).
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Figure 3 – Sensitivity analysis of inland waterway freight traffics to VNF toll level increase 15. Source:
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In all these simulations, elasticity values are supposed to stay constant, whatever the fee level
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CGDD 2019

Simulation : sensitivity of VNF revenue to elasticity level
variation
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Figure 4 – Sensitivity analysis of VNF toll revenue to elasticity level variation. Source: CGDD 2019

VI.2 – Modal share and average emission levels sensitivity analysis
Average CO2 emission factors and modal share of traffic shifted from inland waterways toward
road and rail modes are central parameters to be investigated in order to get an estimation of
total avoided CO2 emissions uncertainty levels.
Investigation of bibliographical sources offer a good basis to get an order of magnitude of CO 2
emission factors by mode:


for inland waterways the range is estimated between 30 to the most extreme value of
57 gCO2 /tkm



for rail mode, average CO2 emission level range is between 6.4 to 18.5 gCO2 /tkm for
France (26 for a European average: France is lower due to the lower CO2 contents of
its electricity mix)



for road transport, average CO2 emission level ranges between 95 and 105 gCO2 /tkm
and the variance of estimations is very low compared to rail or inland waterway
transport.

Table 11 – Variation range of average tones-km emissions factors by type of mode. Sources: Cereza
conseil (2007), Ademe-Deloitte (2007), McKinnon et al. (2010), Methodological guide 2018 –
Information CO2 des prestations de transport (2018), CGDD calculations.

Modal shares of traffic shifted, are estimated varying in a maximal range of more or less 10
percent relatively (i.e. here +/- 7 points) toward road or rail (Table 12).
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Table 12 – Variation range of modal shift repartition toward road and rail. Source: CGDD 2019

Sensitivity tests results are obtained using a Monte Carlo simulation, with the methodology
previously described. Overall, the sensitivity tests show that, on the basis of the ex-post
evaluation of the inland waterway mode for the 2017 reference year (using modal shifts
calculated for 2015):


total emissions of road freight estimated for the reference scenario would vary within
the following 90% confidence interval: [ 24.8; 26.6] Mt CO2 for an estimated central
value of 25.3 Mt CO2. Respectively, for rail freight transport the variation range is within
[ 0.30; 0.58] Mt CO2 for an estimated value of 0.47 Mt CO2.



total emissions of road freight estimated for the counterfactual scenario would vary
within the following 90% confidence interval: [ 25.4; 27.1] Mt CO2 for an estimated
central value of 25.8 Mt CO2. Respectively, for rail freight transport the variation range
is within [ 0.35; 0.62] Mt CO2 for an estimated value of 0.50 Mt CO2.



the total CO2 emissions avoided due to inland waterways freight transport represents
about 290 ktCO2 within the following confidence interval: [ 160; 310] (Table 13). All
things being equal, a total shift from waterways to other modes would increase total
CO2 emissions from about 160 to 310 ktCO2 per year.

Table 13 – Confidence interval of CO2 avoided emissions by French inland waterway freight activity –
Monte Carlo simulation. Source: CGDD 2019
*90% confidence interval

VII – Inland waterway transport and maximal river
capacity
VNF estimations of annual cut-off capacity are showing (Table 14) that French rivers are still
far under their maximal capacity. Given the traffic observed, we could say that VNF estimations
demonstrate that traffic levels could:
- double on the Rhine river;
- quadruple on the downstream Seine;
- triple or quadruple on the upstream Seine and on the Rhone rivers.
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Table 14 – Maximal cut-off capacity per axis (Mega tones per year)

Nevertheless, in the hypothetical situation where waterway traffic would get near these
capacity values, some bottlenecks might appear, and the achievement of maximum capacity
levels may not be possible without financial support and major investments in infrastructures.

VIII – Conclusion
The present section provides an assessment of VNF activities and French inland waterways
freight transport environmental benefits in terms of avoided CO2 emissions and modal shares.
In this section we provide a summary of notable results.

VIII.1 – Evaluation indicators
Indicators in summary
Modal shift induced by subsidies *


Road: - 5.3 Giga tonnes.km per year (- 2%)



Rail: - 2.1 Giga tonnes.km per year (- 6%)

Avoided CO2 emissions due to subsidies *
290 kilo tones of CO2 per year
Confidence interval of avoided CO2 emissions *
[160; 310] ktCO2
*Considering the extreme case scenario where inland waterway activity would
disappear without subsidies (2017 basis year)

VIII.2 – Comments on results
Avoided CO2 emissions due to inland waterways transport is estimated to 290 kilo tones of
CO2 per year (2017 basis year). The sensitivity analysis based on Monte Carlo simulations
estimated that emissions savings due to inland waterways activity should stay between a
minimum value of 160 ktCO2 to a maximum value of 310 ktCO2 per year.
The analysis also sheds light on the limited potential for VNF to compensate a substantial loss
of subsidies by higher freight fees. Research findings and calculations based on VNF elasticity
levels indicates that the expected total revenue VNF should get would stay well under a
maximal level of €180M. Clearly, a total compensation of observed subsidy levels (€244M in
2016) would be out of reach even if elasticities stayed constant, which is a very strong and not
very realistic hypothesis.
It should also be pointed out that an important increase of freight waterways fees would
considerably decrease French inland waterway traffic and consequently increase CO2
emission levels.
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IX – Methodological recommendations
IX.1 – Originality and value
This report proposes an evaluation of CO2 emissions avoided by waterway transport in France.
It is based on unit emissions levels provided for each transport mode and on estimations of
modal shifts.
The applied approach complied with four main methodological objectives and principles:


replicability of the methodology, not systematically relying on a complex model
when this was possible,


didactic concern, explaining the methodology step by step,



transparency of methodological tools, in that way most of academic sources are
easily accessible and elasticity values are given as well as average emission levels for
each mode,


giving indications on uncertainty, performing sensitivity analyses, in order to
estimate the area of relevance and orders of magnitude of total avoided CO2 emissions
levels as well as traffic levels.

IX.2 – Research limitations and implications
The limitations associated with such assessments are numerous and mainly affect the inherent
limits of any evaluation exercise, i.e. uncertainties.
Assuming constant price-elasticity probably leads to underestimate demand reactions.
Therefore, simulated traffics levels obtained should be taken with care, especially for the
highest VNF toll values, for which uncertainty may be high.
One can consider that results uncertainty has been partly circumvented by an analysis of the
sensitivity of the results obtained. The quality of the sensitivity analysis exercise depends
largely on a relevant choice of confidence interval of the input parameters. This was made
possible through a literature review of international scientific publications for each parameter
considered and Monte Carlo simulations.
In complement to the production of avoided CO2 emission values, some Council members
indicated their wish to have comments on pollutants emissions. An accurate appraisal of
avoided pollutants emissions is neither obvious nor straightforward to perform since emissions
of air pollutants can vary highly with type of fuels and vessels type. Moreover, the impacts of
pollutants on health vary a lot with traffic environment (dense urban areas, interurban or rural
areas). All these parameters increase the need for very detailed data for producing a consistent
evaluation which in turn will increase the appraisal complexity and uncertainty levels.
Nevertheless, we can notice that a close track could be kept on inland waterway potential to
reduce their impact on air pollution: energy efficiency, quality of fuel, low-emitting energy
sources, etc.
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Pollutants emission calculations
There are two types of emissions factors to be distinguished according to their method of
calculation:
1. Emissions that are directly related to the diesel engine consumption and therefore
have a linear reaction to fuel consumption. It's the case for CO emissions SO 2, N2O
and CH4.
2. Emissions that are dependent on fuel combustion conditions. Some of these
parameters are the age of the engine or its temperature at the moment of combustion
are then factors affecting the level emissions. This is the case for example for NO X
and PM.
Moreover, significant influencing factors are the types of vehicles used, the type of energy,
the share of biofuel blends and the conversion factors used. Freight transport mainly relies
on conventional energy carriers like diesel, kerosene and heavy fuel oil.
Producing robust estimations of avoided emmitted pollutants would need to get various types
of data for each considered transport mode (rail, road and inland waterway) such as fleet
composition given by age including proportion of electric powered engines (especially for rail
mode), loading factors, road type, average speed, etc.

Methodology16
Road freight
To be consistant with international standards, calculations for road freight transport should
rely on :





activity data for road transport including mainly the size and composition of the
French heavy-duty truck fleet, the average annual travelled distance ;
allocation of vehicule kilometers to road category : for the emission calculations, a
distribution of total vehicle kilometres travelled should be made considering at least
urban roads, rural roads and motorways ;
allocation of vehicule kilometers to vehicle type and age : emission factors for road
transport are frequently differentiated per vehicle category according to various
weight and vehicle classes.

More detailed information and methodology for estimation and calculation of pollutants emissions could be
found in the reference document : Methodology for calculating transport emissions and energy consumption.
Edited by A J Hickman. Deliverable 22 for the project MEET (Methodologies for estimating air pollutant
emissions from transport). Project funded by the European Commission under the Transport RTD programme of
the 4th Framework programme. Contract No. ST-96-SC.204.
https://trimis.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/project/documents/meet.pdf
[For road transport see Part A (page 27) ; for rail transport see Part B (page 217) ; for inland waterways see Part
C (ship transport methodology – page 235)]
16
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Inland waterways
Because of the lack of data for inland waterway mode, it may be possible to produce a
rough approximation of pollutants emissions relying on estimated average emissions
factors for each pollutant by tonne-km. In our study case, the emission calculation can be
based on the energy consumption per vessel class, constituted from the travelled vessel
kilometres by river type. These could be found on the VNF-Ademe report 17 for NOX, PM,
VOC and CO pollutants (but not given for S02, N20 and NH4).
2

Railways
As inland waterways, a pollutant emissions synthetic index could be obtained from
estimated average emissions factors for each pollutant. For that, it would be needed to
know the energy consumption per locomotive class for each railway section type as well as
the tonne-km allocation. However, this information has not been published so far by SNCF,
the national French railway operator.

IX.3 – Recommendations for further evaluations
For future assessments, relying on a traffic model to evaluate modal shift effects could be an
ideal option. A national strategic four-step model (like the Modev model) is able to take into
account the modal competition.
In the absence of such a model, it is possible to use the modal cross price elasticities. However,
it will be crucial to take the necessary precautions in the choice of elasticity levels since we
observe a great heterogeneity among different sources.
For further similar evaluations, we would advise to take time and make efforts for the choice
of hypotheses, and to validate them in relation to the local contexts. These could be: the
relative levels of accessibility, availability of the different modes of transport as well as context
specific issues including the relative prices of each of the modes.
We also recommend a systematic comparison of price elasticities with a benchmark of values
estimated for some neighboring countries (i.e. with similar local contexts).
In order to improve the method used in the present report, elasticity values varying according
to price levels should be used preferably whenever available, especially if calibrated for each
type of goods or NST-category.

X – Observations of the referee and answers
Scientific referee: François Combes Ph. D., HDR, head of laboratory SPLOTT, IFSTTAR.
IFSTTAR is partly funded through the Green OAT allocation.
Dr. François Combes is appointed by the commission in order to monitor closely the evaluation
process as an independent referee. This guarantees the objectivity, the neutrality and the
independence of the monitoring during all the evaluation process.

17

Efficacité énergétique et environnementale du transport fluvial (May 2019)
https://www.ademe.fr/sites/default/files/assets/documents/rapport-efficacite-transport-fluvial-2019.pdf
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As a general comment, the scientific referee emphasized the fact that the approach is relevant
and that the conclusions are reliable. Then, the referee commented the sub-report on three
points:

X.1 – The general approach and the methodology
First, the referee confirms that the assumption that inland waterway traffic would totally
collapse is acceptable if we imagine a suppression of public subsidies to VNF.
The referee commented also the complementary modeling exercise where the study team
considered the possibility to replace public subsidies by transport fees. He underlined that it
provides valuable insight because it confirms that the compensation of subsidies is not
feasible. He also pointed out that many of the modelling assumptions most probably
overestimate the VNF revenue.
The evaluation team recognizes that the elasticity assumptions tend to overestimate traffic
levels and consequently VNF toll income levels. Thus, they underlined in the sub-report
(section V.1) that: “results should be interpreted with care, the uncertainty is quite high due to
the application of constant elasticity values which may be used out of their field of relevance;
it may give overestimated traffics levels especially for very high VNF toll levels. However,
estimated values produce a useful upper order of magnitude for maximum levels”

X.2 – The multimodal model MODEV
Regarding the modelling approach, the referee indicates that the four stages interurban
multimodal transport model MODEV is relevant and that the level of confidence of the results
is acceptable.
Nevertheless, the referee stated that numerical accuracy of such models is not perfect, and
underlined that not all feedbacks are modelled, such as the consequences on the allocation of
waterway transport’s fixed costs which are induced by the variation of waterway transport traffic
levels. However, he underlined that in the frame of the report, the results are trustworthy and
that the sensitivity tests performed support this conclusion.

X.3 – The modelling exercise which assesses the possibility to replace the public
subsidy of VNF by a transport fee increase
The scientific referee pinpointed that the simulations in which an increase in VNF tolls tries to
compensate for the public subsidy suppression seem optimistic. The referee put forward some
arguments: the first one is that the elasticity level can increase in front of huge variations in
price signals, because of phenomena that the literature often ignores, such as plant relocation
or closure. The second one is related to the approach adopted, which does not capture the
interaction between demand and average production costs (i.e. average costs increase when
demand falls down, see above).
As indicated above, these arguments tend to confirm that the reaction to a huge increase in
VNF tolls is probably underestimated in the report, i.e. that remaining traffic levels are
overestimated and, accordingly, toll revenues are overestimated. The literature does not
usually provide such techniques to model finely the link between demand estimation and price
levels. However, the last point in section IX.3 has been adapted in line with this comment:
dynamic elasticity values according to price levels should be used preferably whenever
available.
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Section 2: Climate change adaptation and biodiversity
protection
To assess the environmental impact of the VNF subsidy on climate change adaptation and
biodiversity protection, it is necessary to build a counterfactual scenario highlighting the role
VNF plays in those fields. As VNF relies on this subsidy to a large extent, the counterfactual
could have been constructed on the idea that without subsidy, VNF would not exist. From the
comparison between this hypothetical world and the actual one, would emerge the impact of
the subsidy on biodiversity and climate change adaptation. However, conceiving a world
without VNF, and thereby deduce the consequences of this absence on biodiversity and
climate change adaptation is problematic.
First of all, VNF is an institution operating on a wide range of infrastructures that have been
existing, for some them, since the 16th Century. Does supposing VNF absence mean
supposing that those infrastructures have never existed? Does it mean that infrastructures
constructed after a certain date do not exist? In this case, after which date? What would
happen to infrastructures being left derelict, would nature take over? At which rate? What
would be the consequences in terms of biodiversity and climate change adaptation? All those
questions have such a wide range of possible answer that constructing the evaluation on such
an uncertain counterfactual would not have been thorough.
Second of all, beyond technical limits of this counterfactual, the situation described above is
very unlikely to happen. Indeed, if the subsidy allocated to VNF by the State were to be deleted,
France would still need a waterways manager. This activity would likely be endorsed by a
private actor. Regarding environmental concerns, it is reasonable to think that such an actor
would only be performing actions that are mandatory and strongly regulated.
Therefore, it was decided to rely on a conditional counterfactual where VNF would only be
performing actions beneficial to biodiversity and climate change adaptation that are mandatory.
The report aims at highlighting actions undertaken by VNF benefiting biodiversity and/or
climate change adaptation, and that are additional to existing regulation. It is organized as
follows. For each group of VNF actions: the European and French regulatory environment is
described; the action is detailed; and then linked to environmental benefits using, when
feasible, scientific literature. Distinctions between actions that are mandatory and the ones that
are not, and between actions that benefit the environment and the ones that do not, are not so
dichotomous. Facing this difficulty, the reader of the report is provided with a summary table,
summing up actions, their environmental benefits, their legal aspects, VNF performance, and
to what part of the evaluation they refer to (biodiversity state and/or climate change adaptation).
A color code is then used to stress the intensity of the environmental benefits, of the strength
of the legal aspects, and VNF target achievement, surrounding the action. Thanks to those
tables, it is possible to highlight actions that are additional, actions that could be, and actions
that are not. The methodology of those tables is presented in Annex 1.
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I – Mitigating water network maintenance activities (dredging,
stopping of shipping traffic), and work’s impacts on
ecosystems
VNF historical missions are to manage the hydraulic network owned by the institution, and
water resources. Hence, they are the activities in which VNF invest most of its time and money.
As historical missions, they also are the more regulated ones. Actions regarding water
resources are developed in the second chapter of the report, the present part deals with the
network maintenance, more specifically dredging and restoring ecological connectivity.

I.1 – Dredging and sediment recovering, management and precautionary
measures
Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state – Climate change adaptation
Dredging is the operation of removing material from the water environment and relocating this
material somewhere else. Water and port managers face the continuous effort of dredging to
maintain a required water depth. Europe-wide, the volume of dredged material is very roughly
estimated at 200 million cubic meters per year. Between 2009 and 2017, 600 000 cubic meters
of sediment was dredged on average, per year, by VNF (150 dredging operations). More
precisely, there are three types of dredging: capital, remediation and maintenance dredging.
Capital dredging is the activity of creating new civil engineering works by means of dredging,
such as harbor basins, canals, etc. Remediation dredging is the activity of removing polluted
sediment from rivers, harbor basins, etc. Finally, maintenance dredging mainly aims at keeping
waterways at a defined depth, to ensure safe navigation and anchorage. One of the main tasks
of VNF being to ensure hydraulic management and navigation, it is that last type of dredging
that the institution performs the most, all the more so, as anchorage is a service contractually
provided by VNF, while the institution only provides it up to 63% of actual users’ needs for
today. Therefore, to meet the requirements of the dredging operations multi-year management
plan, aiming at improving anchoring delivery, VNF plans to raise the dredged volumes to 961
516 cubic meters on average, per year, for the next ten years.
VNF has two ways of dealing with dredging operation: a partial externalization to the sediment
management sector covering for the storage of the dredged sediment on VNF’s land
properties, and their valorization; or, a full externalization of the dredging itself, the storing and
the sediment management.
Regulation modifications, techniques evolutions, budget constraint and risks associated with
the likely presence of contaminant in sediment, have considerably increased the complexity of
sediment management. In 5 years dredging cost has risen from 25 €/m3 to 35€/m3, whichever
the method. This rise is mainly due to administrative procedure, including impact assessment.
Moreover, those costs do not include the potential offsetting measures implied by the impact
assessment of the dredging operations multi-year management plan. Indeed, the analysis of
sediment, carried out by VNF prior to every operation, is now mandatory for the abovementioned management plan preparation. Moreover, following the new regulation, dredged
sediment are now considered as wastes, the Ministry in charge of environment is therefore
inflicting a protocol to this sediment analysis, involving 15 danger criteria, multiplying the
analysis cost by 10.
Regulation concerning the storage area has also changed. Today, no VNF disposal fields has
yet been converted according to the ICPE (Installations Classées pour la Protection de
l’Environnement – industrial facilities classified to ensure environmental protection) ruling.
Complying with the new regulation is expensive; for instance, the institution plans to certify
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within five year three permanent disposal fields for non-dangerous non inert sediment18, this
will generate an extra cost of €37M.
To face environmental risks, regulatory changes and following cost increases, VNF has been
implementing several actions: they have created an anchorage map as a target; they have
defined an intern procedure on dredging, following new regulations; they have published a
methodological guide for territorial directions; they have created a national database in 2010,
allowing to check the effective and anticipated dredged volumes of sediment, their quality and
their geographical repartition (Figure 5); they plan their dredging and stoppages activities with
respect to fish breeding periods; and they invest in R&D to find alternative solution to
mechanical dredging.
Regulatory environment – Dredging and sediment recovering, management and
precautionary measures
Sediment management is occurring within a very specific legal framework. Condition of
dredging, storage and, pilling, are very strict, as detailed bellow. As previously mentioned, a
recent strengthening of the regulation has increased the cost of sediment management.


The June 2010 report of the “dredged sediment” operational committee of the sea
Grenelle, noted that even if dredging was not directly responsible for contamination
of sediment, it favors a remobilization of polluted particles by the watersheds flows.
Hence, actions should be undertaken to prevent pollution at the source, by applying
the polluter-pays principle. This goes in the same direction as what VNF bemoans:
they are not responsible for the pollution of sediment, but have to perform dredging
operations to fulfil their navigation related tasks, to handle the polluted extracted
sediment, and have, in fine, to bear the cost of sediment pollution without being
responsible for it. Among the committee’s requests, the improvement of dredging
techniques, sediment recovery, and scientific monitoring could be found.



Dredging operations and recovering are governed by:



18

o

The decree of 30 May 2008, stating the general principal of water course and
canals maintenance operations subject to authorization or declaration. It
frames dredging and sediment management on the waterway or on land.

o

The Water Act, stating that dredging has to be planned inside a dredging
operations multi-year management plan, subject to authorization, and
realized at a coherent hydrographic unit scale. The CETMEF, published in
2011, is a document helping the conception and the monitoring of a multi-year
management plan.

o

Moreover, since the 29 December 2011 decree, reforming impact
assessments, management plans and capital dredging for headings 3.2.1.0
and 3.1.2.0, are subject to an environmental impact study.

o

The Waste regulation, stating that dredged sediment, extracted from the
water are considered as wastes. They are hence governed by the waste
regulation for which authorization application dossier does not follow the
same instruction circuit. Sediment fall within the scope of waste management
plan of the construction sector produced by regions.

Storage fields, where sediment are disposed, used to be governed by the Water Act.
However, since 2008 they fall within the ICPE regulation. The following table
summarizes regulations within which those fields’ falls, according to the sediment
quality and the type of storage area.

In Condé-Pommeroeul, Nord-Pas-de-Calais department.
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Inert sediment

Transit area

Storage area

30 June 1997 order

12 December 2014 order

10 December 2013 order
Non-dangerous sediment

16 October 2010 order

15 February 2016 order

Dangerous sediment

18 July 2011 order

Managed by the private sector
only

Table 15 – Relevant regulation depending on sediment type and storage area.

Those above mentioned regulation texts are not specific to sediment management, they
regulate waste in general, hence making their application to sediment management rather
tricky. Only the 15 February 2016 order is dedicated exclusively to sediment and takes into
account their specific features.


In addition to regulation governing sediment management, extraction, and storage,
there also are decrees framing the environmental impact evaluation of those actions:
o

The decree of 9 August 2006, on the threshold to take into account when
analyzing rejections in surface water or marine sediment.

o

The decree of the 27 July 2015 on methods and evaluation criteria of the
ecological and chemical state, and on the ecological potential of surface
water.

o

The decree of the 7 August 2015 stating the water state monitoring program.

Database comprehensiveness

Figure 5 – Comprehensiveness of the database of dredging operation, per year. Source: VNF
In 2018, 66% of field information relative to sediment dredging and their geographical repartition were
in the database.
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I.1.1 – Experimenting new dredging techniques
Alternatives to traditional dredging techniques are under experimentation. The goal of
those experiments is to reduce the number of mechanical dredging operations by biologically
reducing the number of sediment. The principle is to inject non-pathogenic bacterium inside
the sediment to reduce them. In partnership with FNE19, VNF is creating a benchmark of
identified solutions that could be used together with feedback of experiments. Several ports
have tested this method, in the Mediterranean see and on lakes, among which the ports of:
Galice in Antibes, Cannes, Toulon, and Arcachon. Some of those experiments have shown
interesting results, with a reduction of approximately 20% of sediment. However, it is to be
noted that those experiments where only performed in salt water, when VNF mainly operates
in fresh water.


In collaboration with ECOSYNERGIE, the Galice Antibes port conducted the
experimentation of such ‘bio-dredging’ in 2010. The micro-organism were deposited in
the port’s experimentation area manually. The thickness of sediment was then
compared between 2010 and 2011. The results were a decrease of 48.94% in meters.
They also found a shrink of 58.84% of kilograms of hydrocarbon concentration. After
six month of experimentation a physical chemical analysis was performed by
COPRAMEX, IDAC and CNRS20 Montpellier laboratory, the results are the following:
fall in pathogenic germs in the treated area, small shrink of pathogenic germs and no
contamination found in the clams of the treated area, good installation of the
ECOSYNERGIE micro-organism, and the absence of ecotoxicity21.The benchmark put
forward a solution proposed by ECOSYNERGIE, which seems to fit the requirement of
an application on VNF’s network. However, this result is hypothetical and additional
data are essential to confirm it. Moreover, information lack on the solution itself, its
consequences on the environment remains unknown. Therefore, three
experimentation sites where launched in collaboration with the FNE, ECOSYNERGIE
and a scientific laboratory from Dunkirk University. Part of the project is funded by
Seine-Normandie water agency.

I.1.2 – Recovering sediment after dredging and precautionary measures
Among the dredged sediment 55% are re-used, but in the current context where there is
not any long-term recovery sector of sediment, the other 45% of dredged sediment are stocked
on disposal fields. The main opportunities for sediment recovery are filler for quarries (35%);
screed (12%); dikes strengthening (7%); and soil improver (5%). Among dredged sediment, if
only 55% are recovered, 37% could be and the other 8% could be if treated.


The type of re-using process depends on the sediments’ quality22 and their level of
contamination. The recovering process is made according to opportunity, operation by
operation. The long-term viability of those sectors is not technically, nor legally
guaranteed. Moreover, sediment properties are highly heterogeneous according to
their provenance. They are composed of clays and silt, sand, gravel and stones, but
not with the same proportion according to the region.



The main difficulty comes from the lack of industrial sector: concrete, bricks, road
technique, etc. are still at the research stage. This is partly due to the waste status of

19

FNE (France Nature Environnement – France Nature Environment)

20

CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique – National Center of Scientific Research)

21

http://www.clupp-bandol.fr/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Biotraitement-des-s%C3%A9diments.pdf
Sediment are said to be inert when they do not involve physical, biological or chemical important reactions.
Within the 600 000 cubic meters of yearly dredged sediment, 60% are classified as inert, and 20% as non inert
non dangerous.
22
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dredged sediment, inducing the producer’s responsibility, and an economic profitability
that is yet to be demonstrated.


In addition to the share of sediment VNF already re-uses, the institution also takes part
in some research projects to foster the recovery sector and methods: The
GeDSetprojet, in collaboration with the ONEMA23-INERIS24, and Mines of Douai
school; the Sedimateriaux research program supported by Haut-de-France region; the
ECOSED (ECOnomiecirculaire des SEDiments) chair; the SEDIFLUV research project;
and the VALSSINOV project.

Figure 6 – Percentage of recovered sediment per year. Source: VNF
In 2016, the amount of restored sediment was higher than the dredged sediment one, there was a
decrease in the stock, hence explaining this score of recovered sediment amount above 100%.

ONEMA (Office National de l’Eau et de Milieux Aquatiques – National Office of Water and
Aquatic Environment)
23

INERIS (Institut National de l’Environnement Industriel et des Risques – National Institute of
Industrial Environment et Risks)
24
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Figure 7 – Volume of managed sediment, per year, and stock variation. Source: VNF

VNF is undertaking actions to reduce the impact of dredging operations on fish
mortality and ecosystems perturbations, using alternative techniques of monitoring and
operating according to breeding cycles.


Maintenance works are conducted in the appropriate time of the year to reduce fish
mortality, and allow breeding. Safeguard fisheries are also performed. There isn’t any
national data on those operations and on fish mortality. However, the following figure
presents the percentages of stoppages done without draining the diversion bays, which
causes fish mortality (Figure 8).



Moreover, VNF monitors accidents causing important fish mortality, and has improved
its taking into account since 2016:
o

In 2015, VNF performed 289 stoppages, during which no incident resulting in
high fish mortality was registered. However, an incident occurred during the
draining of the dam of Pont-et-Massène, causing the destruction of the benthic
macro-faunal. A complain for environmental pollution was made by the
ONEMA, it stressed that excessive amount of sediment had been released
downstream of the dam, causing the destruction of the above mentioned
habitat.

o

In 2016, VNF performed 179 stoppages operations, during which no incident
resulting in high fish mortality was registered. The working group proposed to
extend this indicator so it would take into account incident causing fish mortality
related to all VNF activities, and not only stoppages, the reporting of an incident
should be coupled with effective action to prevent it from happening again.

o

In 2017, two events of this kind happened in the Sud-Ouest territorial direction.
Both of them during stoppages. VNF insisted on the necessity of implementing
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corrective action in this region, they fostered safeguard fishing as the most
efficient one25.

Figure 8 – Number of stoppages, done without draining diversion bays, per year. Source: VNF



Underwater and aerial visits of the works are developed: VNF has committed to limit
dredging and navigation stopping impact on land and water ecosystems by engaging
in specific practices before and during the operation. The development of underwater
and aerial visits of the works is one way of aiming at this target.

VNF plans to collaborate with ports to reduce upstream pollution of sediment. Pilling
conditions are more and more binding, it would be possible to share costs, and build temporary
disposal fields in collaboration with ports, hence applying the polluter-pays principle. A
collaboration on R&D could be considered as well.

25

Source : Suivi 2015-2017 indicateurs de mortalité piscicole sur le réseau - VNF
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Box 1: Sediment, their value and associated challenges (Extract from: Contaminated
Sediments in European River Basins, SedNet, 2004)
Sediment is an essential, integral and dynamic part of our river basins. In natural and
agricultural basins, sediment is derived from the weathering and erosion of minerals, organic
material and soils in upstream areas and from the erosion of river banks and other in-stream
sources. As surface-water flow rates decline in lowland areas, transported sediment settles
along the river bed and banks by sedimentation. This also occurs on floodplains during
flooding, and in reservoirs and lakes. Often the natural sedimentation areas are severely
restricted, e.g. because of embankments and the loss of flooding areas as a result of these
embankments. At the end of most rivers, the majority of the remaining sediment is deposited
within the estuary and in the coastal zone. Natural river hydrodynamics maintain a dynamic
equilibrium, regulating small variations in water-flow and sedimentation by re-suspension
and resettlement. In estuaries, sediment transport occurs both downstream and upstream,
mixing fluvial and marine sediment as a result of tidal currents.
Sediment forms a variety of habitats. Many aquatic species live in the sediment. Microbial
processes cause regeneration of nutrients and important functioning of nutrient cycles for
the whole water body. Sediment dynamics and gradients (wet-dry and fresh-salt) form
favorable conditions for a large biodiversity, from the origin of the river to the coastal zone.
A healthy river needs sediment as a source of life. Sediment is also a resource for human
needs. For millennia, mankind has utilized sediment in river systems as fertile farmland and
as a source of construction material.
However, sediment acts as a potential sink for many hazardous chemicals. Since the
industrial revolution, human-made chemicals have been emitted to surface waters. Due to
their properties, many of these chemicals stick to sediment. Hence in areas with a long record
of sedimentation, sediment cores reflect the history of the pollution in a given river basin.
Sediments can also have been directly polluted by voluntary or involuntary waste discharge.
Along canals sewage sludge deposition can form pollution discharge points. Along the
course of the river to the sea, transportation, dilution and redistribution of sedimentassociated contaminants occurs.
Contaminants can be degraded or fixed to sediment components, thus decreasing their
bioavailability. At a certain level, contaminants in sediment will start to impact the ecological
or chemical water quality status and complicate sediment management. In the end, effects
may occur such as the decreased abundance of sediment dwelling (benthic) species or a
decreased reproduction or health of animals consuming contaminated benthic species.
Contaminated sediments remain potential sources of adverse effects on water resources
through the release of contaminants to surface waters and groundwater. Furthermore,
contamination adversely effects sediment management, as handling of contaminated
material, e.g. in the case of dredging, is several times more expensive than handling clean
material. Clean sediment can also have environmental and socio-economic impacts. For
instance, turbidity and excessive sedimentation have a physical effect on benthic life, too
much sediment in navigation channels requires costly dredging, and sedimentation behind
dams decreases the economic lifetime of that dam. Furthermore, dams decrease the supply
of sediment needed to support downstream wetlands, estuaries and other ecosystems.

Environmental benefits:
Dredging and disposal fields may affect the environment. The action of removing
sediment partly impacts negatively the environment in itself26, notably because of

26 http://www.ukmarinesac.org.uk/activities/ports/ph5_2.htm#a2
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excavation of sediment at the bed: loss of materials during transport to the surface
overflow from the dredger whilst loading and loss of material from the dredger and/or
pipelines during transport. However, it is part of VNF core business to ensure good
navigation conditions, and the negative impact of the removal of sediment depends on
many factors, including the dredging technique. On the other hand, dredging can have
some positive impacts, on the water quality for instance, especially since some
sediments are polluted. Even-though it is to be kept in mind, that polluted sediment
extracted from the water need to be stocked on land, which can cause soil pollution.



o

Removing contaminated sediment and relocating them in a safe place, and the
possible improvement of water quality made by the restoration of water depth
and flow, are positive effect associated with dredging. Moreover, when cleanly
made, dredging can enhance mudflat and salt-marsh habitats, and mitigate
losses of intertidal land through sea level rise and capital dredging operations.

o

Using bio-dredging, which is still under experimentation, would reduce the
number of dredging operations. It has the benefit of avoiding environmental
risks associated with mechanical dredging, and to bypass the storage problem
of potentially polluted sediment. Moreover, when sediment are dredged, they
are sometimes pilled; such practice is partly responsible for ocean pollution.
High volumes of sediment released from rivers into coastal waters can choke
seagrass beds, coral reefs and other sensitive marine habitats27. Hence
avoiding mechanical dredging, reduces the recourse to this practice.

Precautionary measures regarding the impact of dredging and navigation stopping on
ecosystems, such as avoiding to performed those operation during fish breeding
season, and using alternatives techniques of monitoring, allow to reduce fish mortality
and foster the thrive of the fauna.

I.1.3 – Conclusions on dredging and sediment recovering, management and
precautionary measures
Dredging is at the heart of the interaction between the institution’s core business activities,
environmental impacts, and budget constrain. Indeed, as a navigation and hydraulic
management operator, VNF has to dredge sediment, to insure anchorage and structures
functioning. Dredging per se can benefit or deteriorate natural areas, it depends on the
technique that is used, the type of concerned natural areas and sediment. Indeed, sediment
are sometimes contaminated, their management and the environmentally well-funded of their
dredging is highly depending on this feature. In reaction to the environmental stakes associated
with dredging, regulation has evolved, dredging and sediment management is now governed
by many more legal elements, which has substantially increased the cost of those activities.
In this context, VNF is in a difficult position. All the more so, since they bear the administrative
and economic cost of sediment pollution while not always being able to control it. To respond
to this sensitive situation, VNF is undertaking several actions including: sediment recovering
and participation to research projects developing recovering solutions; taking into account
breeding cycles when operating on the network; and collaborating with ports to find upstream
solutions to sediment pollution. Those actions are not framed by any regulation per se, hence
they can be considered as additional to existing regulation. However, it is to be noted that
regulation governing sediment management is becoming increasingly rigorous. Hence, beyond
benefiting the environment, finding ways to subvert sediment management is also strategic.

I.2 – Restoring longitudinal (or “river”) ecological connectivity
Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state – Climate change adaptation

27 https://sciencing.com/sediment-affect-ecosystem-6772.html
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To insure ship navigation, the water line continuity, but also to connect some watercourses,
the French hydraulic network is composed of different types of infrastructures, including
navigation and water-takes dams, canals, locks, weirs, etc. VNF is not managing the entire
network of the French waterways, but only 6,700 km over 8,000 km. This includes: 4,100 km
of canals, 440 dams (storage dams excluded), 1623 locks, 120 canal-bridges, 27 canal-tunnels
and 3,756 km of dikes. Among all those structures, it is more specifically the dams and locks
that are the most likely to break ecological connectivity28. All the more so since the VNF
network is crossing 7 Natura 2000 areas. Here lies an example of how VNF’s core business
activities can go against biodiversity protection. Hence, to mitigate its impact, the institution
undertakes several actions to achieve its mission while causing the minimum disruption to
ecosystems functioning.
Regulatory environment – Restoring longitudinal (or “river”) ecological connectivity


The Law n°2006-1772 of the 30 December 2006 on water and aquatic environment
imposes that all the works should be equipped to restore ecological connectivity.
Regarding the restoration of ecological connectivity, if the area is governed by the
French Environmental Code, then restoration is mandatory (Article L214-17).
Moreover, the 3 August 2009 Law regarding the operating of the Grenelle
Environment Forum, writes in the articles 23 to 26 of the French Environmental Code
regarding biodiversity, the green and blue corridor concept. It was also added in the
French Urban Code. This concept can be found in the 12 July 2010 Law n°2010/788,
Grenelle Law 2. The blue component of this corridor complements and reinforces the
restoration policy of fish circulation. Ambitions regarding the blue corridor is stressed
by the listing of structures considered as main obstacles to ecological continuity.
Hence, in 2012 blue and green corridors should have been drawn throughout the
national territory. The ranking reform introduced by the Law on water and aquatic
environments, is the bedrock of the blue corridors.



The Biodiversity Law of 2016 extended to 5 years the period to meet the requirements
on protected watercourses and canals, providing that the file detailing the project
development, or the changes in maintenance, be addressed to the Water Authorities
within the 5 years following the list of protected areas publication.

VNF is continuing the construction of fish ladders to insure longitudinal ecological
connectivity for fishes. Lateral ecological connectivity focuses on the possible passage
across the watercourses, and will be developed in the third chapter of the report. Longitudinal
or “river” ecological connectivity, however, refer to species passage all along watercourses
(aquatic species), and shores (vegetation, terrestrial animals). This type of ecological
connectivity is particularly hit by the discontinuities dams and works create all along the river
for aquatic animal species. To mitigate the effect of those structures fish ladders are built. Fish
ladders, also called fish ways, fish passes or fish steps, are structures on, or around artificial
and natural barriers, allowing fish migration. Creating fish ladders aims at rebuilding the
ecological connectivity that dams break. Those structures can cost between 500,000 and
€12M, depending on the water fall, it is mainly funded by water agencies.

28

The United States Environmental Protection Agency is defining ecological connectivity as follows: As part of their
natural functioning, ecological systems remove particulate matter and carbon dioxide from the air, purify surface
and ground water, reduce flooding, and maintain biological diversity. These functions depend on a connected
ecological “framework” of high-quality land consisting of central hubs interconnected by corridors that provide for
the movement of energy, matter, and species across the landscape. This framework of connectivity is threatened
by agricultural and silvicultural practices, road development, and “urban sprawl” that fragment the landscape.
Maintaining ecological connectivity protects the entire system.
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Image 1 – Gray en Haute Saône dams’ fishladder. Source: VNF



Every time VNF rebuilds a dam on a classified watercourse, they have to equip it with
a fish ladder. Today, 63 dams are equipped with one, 186 are to be made into
compliance. Since 2009, 35 fish ladders have been built (Figure 9.)



VNF builds different types of fish ladders, but mainly ones constituted of gradually
elevated pools. Each ladder is designed according to targets, ecological continuity
requirements, and technical constrains inherent in each site. The objective is now to
properly take into account maintenance issues upstream of the project. Figures on fish
passage are not available for all fish ladders, as they are not all equipped with a
measurement system. However, some figures are available, for instance for the fish
ladder of Poses-Amfreville, for year 2018, presented in Annex 3.

Figure 9 – Created fish ladders since 2009. Source: VNF
In 2017, 14 were built, raising to 35 the total number of fish ladders on the network.



In 2017, five fish ladders were built on the Aisne within a private-public partnership
(Carandeau, Herant, Couloisy,Vic-sur-Aisne and Fontenoy). That same year, eight
dams were re-built on the Meuse (Fepin, Ham-sur-Meuse, l’Uf, Montigny-sur-Meuse,
Mouyon, Saint-Joseph, Saint-Nicolas, Vanne-Alcorps), a fish ladder was added to each
one of those dams.



Technically, VNF had to reach 100% of its works equipped with a fish ladders by the
year 2017-2018 (5 years after the publication of the classified watercourse list, following
38

the Biodiversity Law requirements). With 63 dams in accordance with the regulation
over 186 managed dams, the compliance rate is only 34%. The institution is doubtful
towards its capacity to reach this target regarding the budget cuts it currently
undergoes. In 2017, it announced that without external funding covering 100% of the
costs, no fish ladder would be further constructed. Nevertheless, the ecological
continuities restoration studies continue, hence allowing projects to rapidly materialize
if a funding opportunity emerges. The maintenance of existing fish ladders remains
important for the institution, and was identified as a strategic point for 2015-2020. In
this context, the territorial direction of the Seine basin has been identified as pioneer in
fish ladder maintenance: it ensures works compliance following Water Authorities and
AFB29) inspections, and it establishes relevant control procedures of operations and
maintenance.


To visualize ecological watercourse connections, a watershed cartography was
realized in 2015, and is available to VNF’s employee. VNF also develops educational
training on ecological stakes of works, and their maintaining, the first trainings will occur
in 2020.

When feasible, VNF is modifying existing structures to restore ecological continuities.
The case of the Selle, a tributary of the Escaut river, is an example of this type of initiative.
The upstream part of the Selle (between Solesmes and Molain) has been classified as
biological reservoir by the SDAGE30 of Artois-Picardie basin. It has also been classified as
being part of the first and second list31 of the 20 December 2012 decree of Artois-Picardie
basin, under Article L214-17 of the French Environmental Code. The weir formerly located at
the level of the meeting point between the Selle and the canalized part of the Escault river,
had been identified as an obstacle to ecological continuity. It was located near the lock. This
weir was restructured in 5 years, aiming at restoring ecological continuity as well as maintaining
former ship navigation conditions, in particular so close to the lock. A first study was led by the
Nord-Pas-de-Calais territorial department in 2014 to align with regulatory obligations regarding
ecological connectivity at the level of the weir.
Environmental benefits:


The paper from M. J. Noonan et al 32 summarizes the questioning surrounding fish
passages, their efficiency, and its quantitative assessment. They provide a short review
of arguments justifying this study, and the results of their meta-analysis on the matter.
They focused on two categories of fish, salmonids and others. The 96 peer-reviewed
articles identified by their search criteria were used for this study, supplemented with
26 articles published since June 2008. These articles encompassed both up- and
downstream movement of fish through dedicated passage facilities across 61
dams/obstructions found in 20 countries from North America (30 dams/obstructions),
Europe (24 dams/obstructions), South America (three dams/obstructions) and Australia
(four dams/obstructions) (see references with asterisks). Included articles were from
1964 to 1 January 2011.

AFB (Agence Française pour la Biodiversité – French Agency for Biodiversity)
SDAGE (Schéma d’aménagement et de gestion des eaux – Water Development and Management Pan)
31 The first list refers to water course, part of water course or canals in very good ecological state or identified by
SDAGE as playing a role of biological reservoir necessary to the maintenance or the reach of good ecological
state of the water course, watersheds, or in which migratory fishes living between saltwater and freshwater ar
complete protection is necessary, or on which no permit nor concession can be made regarding the building of
new structure if they represent an obstacle to ecological continuity.
32 L.J Noonan, J. W. A. Grant and C. D. Jackson (2011) A quantitative assessment of fish passage efficiency Fish
and Fisherie ; see this paper for following references
29
30
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o

According to Venter et al. (2006)33 infrastructure such as dams and
impoundments is the most important human activity causing the loss of habitat.
Even when upstream passage has been satisfactory, other negative effects of
dams include a delay in migration in a wide variety of fish species34, higher
energetic expenditures during migration35 and a failure to reach the spawning
grounds36.

o

Two of the most common devices to assist upstream migration are fish-ways,
structures that allow fish to swim upstream under their own effort, and fish
locks/elevators, devices that lift the fish over obstructions37. The design of these
fishways and lifts has largely focused on economically important, anadromous
species, and as a result, many non-targeted species are not able to fully ascend
the structure38.

o

Even well-designed facilities will vary in their effectiveness depending on interindividual differences in swimming behavior39 and physiological condition of the
fish40. In addition, a large number of fish-ways still prevent or delay the migration
of target species41 because of the lack of sufficient flow to attract fish to the
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entrance (hereafter, attraction flow), unsuitable entrance location, inadequate
maintenance and/or poor hydraulic conditions, which are not designed to aid
the target species42.
o

To mitigate habitat fragmentation caused by anthropogenic barriers, upstream
passage facilities should allow 90–100% of migrating adult fish to pass in a safe
and rapid manner43. The results of the paper written by M. J. Noonan et al, are
that the mean upstream passage efficiency is 41.7%, which is way below the
goal.

o

They add that even though the found average downstream passage efficiency
of 68.5% is slightly higher than upstream, it is clear to them that current fishways are not achieving their primary conservation goal of restoring the
connectivity of freshwater ecosystems.

o

Moreover, they point out that, regardless of the fishway type, salmonids are
more successful than non-salmonids at bypassing barriers. The relative
success of salmonids is likely related to their strong swimming ability44 and to
the design of fish-ways, which often target adults of commercially important
species, such as anadromous salmonids45. It hence stresses the importance of
considering the swimming abilities and behavior of the complete fish
community, which is not the case today.

o

Pool-type fish-ways had the highest efficiency, followed closely by natural fishways, whereas fish locks/elevators and Denil fish-ways46 were less efficient.
Moreover, the shortest and the steepest the fish-ways, the less efficient it is.

o

The inability of fish to locate fishway entrances results from the numerous
sources of water discharge in the dam tail-race, such as undesirable eddies,
boils and upwelling that act as directional stimuli and confuse salmon47.

o

Finally, the analysis suggests that the more expensive the structures the more
efficient they are.
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Conclusions on restoring longitudinal ecological connectivity:
Maintaining works, and good navigation conditions is an important part of VNF core business
activities. As mentioned before it sometimes goes against the fostering of ecological
connectivity. To mitigate its impact VNF is hence restoring those connexions by building fish
ladders, and occasionally rebuilding some infrastructures. The rebuilding of some structures
can be mandatory depending on the concerned area, for the Selle example, it was the case. It
is to be noted that the restoring of structures allows the network to be functional and secured
to face potential floods. VNF is also mandated by the Law to restore ecological connectivity,
this action is not voluntary. However, the institution faces difficulties fulfilling this task as it
operates under budgetary cuts. The situation regarding fish ladders is all the more so delicate
since those structures are considered by scientists to be, on average, not sufficiently efficient.
However, as for today they are the only available technology to mitigate navigation structures
impacts on fish migration and ecological connectivity.
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I.3 – Conclusions on mitigating water network maintenance activities, and
works’ impacts on ecosystems (Summary table I)48

48 See

Annex 1
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Following the methodology developed in Annex 1, actions that are relevant regarding the
evaluation, that is to say actions that are additional to existing regulation governing VNF
actions, beneficial to biodiversity and/or climate change adaptation, and for which VNF has
reached its target are the following:


VNF is recovering part of the dredged sediment. There are no strong regulations on
this topic, even if sediment management regulation is increasingly binding, recovery is
only fostered by the operational committee declaration of the sea Grenelle. VNF is
reaching interesting rates of recovered sediment.



VNF is undertaking actions to reduce the impact of dredging operation on fish mortality
and ecosystems perturbations, operating according to breeding cycles and using
alternative techniques of monitoring. Even though the Water Act is relatively binding
about fish mortality while maintaining works, VNF is providing interesting and
spontaneous effort in the monitoring of its’ maintenance activities impacts.
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II – Managing water resources and water takes
Hydraulic management is part of VNF’s core business activities and missions. Moreover,
numerous human activities depend on water availability (cooling nuclear power plants,
agricultural irrigation, drinking water…). The VNF’s network represents 6700 km, which makes
it the most important hydraulic manager in France and one of the main one in Europe.
Moreover, climate change imposes a sustainable management of water, to lastingly answer to
ship navigation needs, but also to prevent flooding and drought risk.
Today, hydraulic management is realized thanks to different structures and water transfers. In
rivers and canalized rivers, water level regulation is achieved through dams or threshold,
allowing to modulate the water level according to rainfall. On artificial canals and equipped with
summit level49 ones, regulation is achieved through water stock management and through the
filling of its ponds thanks to an artificial gully network.
Today’s management relies in part on field knowledge over a wide range of structures’ types
among which some are still manual and not instrumented. In those cases, the water levels are
not known in real time nor at the itinerary scale. Actions are undertaken at a very local scale
with no means of control, hence it does not enable a global understanding of the network
management, risk anticipation related to the water resource diminution, and flood
management.
Hence, hydraulic management stakes have been identified as key part of the strategic project
covering 2015-2020. The institution has committed itself to draw a new water management
policy involving:


The modernization and optimization of operating procedures (including instrumentation
and water regulation);



the creation of an organization dedicated to hydraulic management;



the improvement of professional skills.

II.1 – Instrumenting water takes and water resource management
Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state – Climate change adaptation
Instrumenting consists in equipping structures with a measurement system that continuously
records water takes and water flows. VNF is forced by regulation to instrument its works, partly
for ecological reasons. Indeed, monitoring water flows allows to insure a constant water level
along a part of the water course, and hence enable species migration all along it, in the end it
ensures ecological continuities. This instrumentation is followed by team trainings, for VNF
employees to be able to maintain the measuring equipment and to manage the data it
produces.
Regulatory environment – Instrumenting water takes and water resource
management


According to the 24 January 2012 L. 4311-1 2° and 3° of the French Transports
Code, VNF is in charge of hydraulic management of waterways entrusted to it whilst
reconciling aquatic resource many purposes, as well as of maintenance and
monitoring of structures and hydraulic constructions located in its domain50.

49 A

summit-level canal is an artificial waterway connecting two separate river valleys.
« est chargé de la gestion hydraulique des voies qui lui sont confiées en conciliant les usages diversifiés de la
ressource aquatique, ainsi qu’en assurant l’entretien et la surveillance des ouvrages et aménagements
hydrauliques situés sur le domaine qui lui est confié » et « concourt au développement durable et à
l’aménagement du territoire, notamment par la sauvegarde des zones humides et des aménagements
50
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The European framework directive on water aimed at a good watershed, ecological
continuities, and water state by 2015.



One of the translation of this directive in the French regulation was the
implementation of the French Water Agency Tax on water takes volumes. This tax
aims at encouraging water savings. It concerns every users taking more than 10000
cubic meters of water per year.



Article 12 of the French Environmental Code, and the decree of 19 December 2011
on water takes and basis for the water treatment levy. This decree states obligations
of any person taking water out of natural areas. These obligations include the
replacement and the maintenance in order to ensure functionality of measurement
instrument, water volume related information transmission, and if need be, indirect
methods of measurement or flat-rate evaluation of taken water volumes.

VNF is launching an instrumentation campaign, to monitor its water takes.


The objective and performance contract VNF signed with the Ministry in charge of the
Environment was planning 80% of monitored and followed water takes in 2013, a target
that was not reached. The instruction on water management defined a new target of
100% in 2015 which was not reached either. VNF committed to achieve 100% by 2022.



The Nord-Est, Rhône Saône, Sud-Ouest and Nord-Pas-De-Calais territorial directions
have been instrumenting, or following 100% of their water takes for 3 years now.
Strasbourg and Centre-Bourgogne territorial directions will reach 100% in 2018 and
2019. The Bassin de la Seine territorial direction plans to instrument, in particular, all
the priority water takes, and to re-instrument the already instrumented water takes, to
renew the old or failed material.

Figure 10 – Instrumented or followed water takes in percentages by year. Source: VNF.
As explained above, instrumenting implies the production of data thanks to a measurement system,
while following implies a data production based on observation.

Following this objective regarding instrumentation, VNF is working on an information
system on hydraulic management, to be launched at the national scale. Indeed, VNF’s

nécessaires à la reconstitution de la continuité écologique, la prévention des inondations, la conservation du
patrimoine et la promotion du tourisme fluvial et des activités nautiques ».
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teams have noticed the importance of centralizing and increasing the reliability of
instrumentation data. For this purpose:


An instrumentation index was published in 2018. It identifies all the instrumentation
material used by territorial directions and their feedback on maintenance needs.



Data will be available through a management and supervision information system:
AGHYRE, an application for hydraulic and water resource management which was
launched in 2017. The development at the national scale of an hydraulic information
system continued in 2017, after an experimentation in Strasbourg territorial direction.



In 2018, the territorial directions will further develop AGHYRE by managing different
projects: the development of a module focusing on water resource, managed by the
Centre-Bourgogne territorial direction; the development of a module being dedicated to
owners, managed by the Strasbourg territorial direction; reflecting on the reliability of
data, managed by the Nord-Pas-De-Calais territorial direction.
A reference guide on hydraulic management, governance and IT architecture was
published in 2018. Prior to the national centralization of data and to its standardization,
the SANDRE benchmark as been set within VNF. A data dictionary was written and will
be updated if needed.



A group of experts on the reliability of data was built in 2018, it aims at formulating
recommendations on instrumentation’s maintenance and management, and data
validation methods.

Works network will be upgraded to reorganize hydraulic management skill from a local to a
national and remote scale.
Environmental benefits:


Instrumentation of the networks, and remote control allow to manage more precisely
and more rapidly the structures, hence enabling VNF to react more efficiently to flood
risk.



Instrumentation favors a more comprehensive vision of the institution’s water
consumption, making it more able to efficiently reallocate it, and in the end preserve
water resources.



Instrumentation is closely linked to minimal water flow, and restoration works in general,
which environmental benefits are detailed in the second part of this chapter.

Conclusion on instrumenting water takes and water resource management:
VNF is launching an instrumentation program to try to reach the target of 100% of water takes
instrumented by 2022. This target is already the postponing of two other targets initially setting
the achievement of this goal by 2013 and 2015. It is to be noted that the apparent difficulties
to reach this target at the national scale mask some regional disparities, some territorial
directions have reached it. This program includes the development of an information system
on hydraulic management, AGHYRE.
Instrumentation leads to water savings, which is environmentally important per se. It is also
economically interesting for VNF, because of the water agencies’ tax on water. Instrumentation
also has a role to play in flood risk prevention. The environmental benefits, notably the
monitoring of minimal water flows, is also permitted by instrumentation, and largely
encouraged by the French and European regulation.

II.2 – Law-making network operating procedures
Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state – Climate change adaptation
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Regulatory environment – Law-making network operating procedures


In their objective and performance contract with the state, VNF committed, to
achieved 50% of structures fitted with a water regulation.



Since 1995, water regulation must be approved by prefectural order.



The article L. 214-18 of the French Environmental Code, was modified by the law on
water and aquatic environments n°2006-1772 of the 30 December 2006 by
integrating a scheme confirming the importance given by the legislator to the
maintaining of a minimum water level. This law, through the article L214-18 of the
French Environmental Code, imposes on every structure, whatever its purpose, a
minimal water flow, insuring continual life, circulation and reproduction of aquatic
species in the watercourse, upstream of structures. According to an ONEMA study
conducted in 200551, 50 000 structures barring a riverbed were an obstacle to efflux
of water.



The L214-18 article of the French Environmental Code, plans that while complying
with the mean annual minimal water flow, it may vary depending on the season. The
article shoulder the manager of the structure responsible for the implementation of
those minimal water flow level.

VNF defines water regulations for each water intake and navigation dam, in order to
optimize water management. This water regulation document provides a detailed description
of the structure, sets goals and main modes of operation. For instance it sets: the releases,
which is the amount of water discharged when opening locks; the instream flow, which is the
minimal mandatory water flow (expressed as a percentage of the mean total flow) that must
be preserved in any situation.

Figure 11 – Evolution of the share (%) of dams governed by a water regulation, by type, and year.
Source: VNF



There are 138 water regulation left to write over the initial 342. Approximately 30 water
regulations are written every year, if this trend continues, 100% of works will have a
water regulation in 2022, a target set in 2016 by the institution.

51 https://aida.ineris.fr/consultation_document/7073
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This target follows one fixed in 2013, to achieve 100% of the network covered by a
water regulation, in 2018. The target for 2018 was lowered to 68%. Today, 58% of
water intake dams, and 61% of navigation dams have a written water regulation filled
into prefecture. Among which, respectively 25% and 47% are approved by prefectural
order.
The territorial directions of the Nord-Pas-De-Calais and Sud-Ouest reached 100% of
written water regulation.

Once water regulations are written, instream flows are set. In order to respect them, a
certain number of procedures are established when the water flow is too low. First, the
water flow of canals is lowered, which implies that water takes from rivers to canals are
stopped. Ships are regrouped when passing locks. If it is not sufficient, navigation is stopped.




In order to respect the minimal water flow, VNF must have, for each water take:
o

A minimal operating water flow restitution device. It must at any time insure the
water level specified by the administrative authority.

o

A controlling device, allowing to check whether the water level is in conformity
with the regulation.

In spite of actions, VNF undertakes to better manage water resource and water flow
level. Indeed, the state of water reserves has been worrying for several years, for
instance, VNF’s February 2019 report on water state indicated that:
“The filling phase of water reserves managed by VNF began during December
2018. On the 1st of February 2019, the filling rate was 45% (against 37% on
the 1st of January), this rate remains very low compared to the last 10 years
average: 72%. Last year, at the same period, the water reserve rate was 85%.
Most of reserves have a filing rate lower than the average, they are hence far
from being reconstituted.”
At that same period 3 canals over the 12 that represent critical issues, had a water level
lower than the critical threshold. All canals under VNF’s management are instrumented,
however not all of them have instream flows.

VNF undertakes constructions on canals and dams to minimize losses due to leakages
and evaporation, and hence to optimize water storage.


Renovation works are carried out on 50 storage dams, which are structures aiming at
temporarily storing various quantity of water for different users. They are built across a
waterway or outside flood plain.

Environmental benefits:


Water regulation defines, among other things, the minimum water level beyond which
ecological continuities and ecosystems are at risk, and procedure to follow in case of
flood or drought. The positive impacts of instream flow are hard to measure as
ecosystems, in the flood plain and in the watersheds, reacts by inertia. Other elements
mentioned before will interact with the minimum flow policy: riparian forests, climate,
and dikes artificialization.
o

Minimal water flows benefit the environment in several ways:


They provide a stabilized water flow.



They provide a higher level of water during low-flow periods, but also a
better distributed one along the water course. Several plant and animal
species should benefit from it, except in times of drought. More broadly,
the level of naturalness of the watercourse should be enhance.
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o

o



Peaty systems which buffer the cycling of water, could be more easily
restored, and be less likely to mineralized or alter themselves.



They allow the survival of species and ecological continuities.

However, as mentioned above, maintaining minimal water flows means
lowering the mean depth along the watercourse. It can have negative impacts
on the environment:


It can lower the piezometrical level and the surface water table and
cause a water stress or the death of certain tree, and a modification of
the flora. Locally, in dry area, the fire risk could be higher.



In the permeable substrate areas, the recharge of groundwater system
could be modified according to the hydraulic scheme. Locally, the
groundwater will be more or less recharge according to the direction of
the water level variation.

More broadly, some restoration measures, among which minimal water flows
are widely implemented in Europe. However, their ecological efficiency is
seldom followed. Cases of monitored measures do not find clear evidence of
their efficiency. Mainly because the effect of a minimal water flow regulation
effect is drown in the high variability of water level and environmental state
induced by seasons52.



Defining water regulations is a way to optimize water resource management, hence to
preserve it, and to be more efficient when facing flood and drought risk.



Renovation of works diminishes leakages and preserves water resources.

Conclusion on law-making network operating:
VNF is writing water regulation for its structures, 100% of works will have a water regulation in
2022. Some territorial directions, like Nord-Pas-De-Calais and Sud-Ouest, have already
reached 100% of written water regulations. This document provides a detailed description of
the structure, sets goals and main modes of operating. Among other things, it describes the
instream flows, which are minimal water flows insuring a continual life, circulation and
reproduction of aquatic species in the watercourse, upstream of structures, in sensible areas.
All those aspects of VNF’s activities’ impacts mitigation are strongly regulated. Policies like
instream flows are supposed to contribute to ecological continuities, however their ecological
efficiency is hard to measure. The instrumentation of the network and the writing of water
regulations contribute to instream flows monitoring, and more broadly to the water reserves
state one. Despite VNF action, in the framework of uncertainty on water resource and climate
change, water reserves state remains alarming. Water regulations also improve VNF efficiency
in flood and drought management.

52

Gouraud, V., Baril, D., Barillier, A., Tissot, L., & Cattanéo, F. Impacts des ouvrages hydroélectriques sur les
biocénoses: comment identifier des mesures d’atténuation efficaces?.
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II.3 – Conclusions on managing water resources and water takes (Summary
table II)53

53 See

Annex 1 for methodology and table legend.
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Following the methodology developed in Annex 1, there are no relevant actions regarding the
evaluation seen in this chapter, because there are no actions that are additional to existing
regulation governing VNF actions. Indeed, this part of VNF activities is rather strongly
regulated.
However, it should be highlighted that even though instrumentation is largely encouraged
through the European Framework directive on water, the article L4311-1,2,3 of the French
Transports Code, and Article 12 of the French Environmental Code, VNF seems to be willing
to rationalize its instrumentation, and modernize its network, in part by launching a data
management software.
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III – Restoring, maintaining, and redeveloping natural
areas connected to VNF’s infrastructures
III.1 – Re-vegetating banks, restoring lateral ecological connectivity
and maintaining flooded forests
VNF is managing 40 000 ha of public fluvial domain. This domain includes the water surface
(6 700 km of water ways), and the land areas around it (banks, shores, tow-path…), it
constitutes a natural area full of potential for restoration and maintenance. However, only a
part of this domain is owned by VNF. On the area which is own by the institution, VNF
undertakes actions on the flora to foster biodiversity, notably by vegetating banks. Indeed, the
classical way of backing up dikes is through the use of civil engineering techniques such as
concrete; however other techniques exist based on the plantation of diversified species of
plants and trees, the roots hence backing up dikes. Vegetating banks benefits biodiversity per
se, notably, lateral ecological connectivity are fostered by those actions, as well as the
construction of wildlife corridors. These techniques are also interesting for economic reasons.
Moreover, on particular projects like the Erstein’s Polder one, VNF takes part into riparian
forest restoration. Riparian forest are very rich ecosystems and have interesting synergies with
flood regulations.

III.1.1 – Using vegetate techniques to restore banks
Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state
VNF applies consultancy firms expertise to find the most appropriate ecological engineering
technique for banks’ backup system. The choice is based on an initial diagnosis, and in
particular: on AFB’s (Agence Française pour la Biodiversité – French Agency for Biodiversity)
recommendations on ecological continuities, on VNF’s intern guide54 on vegetated and mixed
techniques, used in the following development, and on the CETMEF’s (Centre d’études
techniques maritimes et fluviales – Centre for Maritime and Fluvial Studies) guide55 gathering
feedbacks on banks development. Hence, VNF uses vegetate, civil engineering or mixed
techniques according to the above-mentioned recommendations.
For VNF’s activities, banks and shores play a key role:


They ensure the work’s (for instance canals) stability and continuity;



they ensure weatherproof, in particular when river roads are on embankment, as leaks
can then have very serious consequences;



they allow ship navigation;



they serve as wind shield, which can improve navigation conditions.

54 Application

des techniques végétales pour la protection des berges des voies navigables, direction de
l’infrastructure et de l’environnement, guide VNF
55 Aménagement des berges des voies navigables – retour d’expériences, État de l’art, CETMEF 2009
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Regulatory environment – Using vegetate techniques to restore banks
Those actions are voluntary, no French regulations specifically mandates VNF to use
vegetated techniques in its management of banks or shores.


However, VNF produced a circular note on the 12 November 1998, committed itself
to use vegetated techniques everywhere it is feasible. The number of operation
including some or exclusively vegetated techniques has been constantly rising for 3
years. However, looking back at the circular note from 1998, classical methods are
still widely spread.



Moreover, the European directive n°2000/60/CE of the 23 October 2000, specifies
that “Member States shall protect, enhance and restore all bodies of surface water,
subject to the application of subparagraph (iii) for artificial and heavily modified bodies
of water, with the aim of achieving good surface water status at the latest 15 years
after the date of entry into force of this Directive”. In this context, vegetated
techniques contribute aiming at European targets.



Since the 13 February 2002 the decree n°2002-202 of the Water Act, complicates
the implementation of civil engineering techniques at the administrative level, as it
makes it mandatory for VNF to declare56 some of its consolidation or bank protection
works when made with civil engineering methods. Hence, it makes vegetated
techniques relatively easier to implement, at least on the administrative level.

VNF undertakes, when feasible, the replacement of the banks backup system from steel
to vegetated techniques. Steel plates are removed and vegetation is planted, it roots itself in
the bank, and backs it up. In other cases VNF uses mixed techniques, less ecologically efficient
than vegetated ones, but still more efficient than civil engineering ones.


Vegetated techniques used by VNF use plants or plants parts to protect a bank against
erosion, to stabilize an eroded zone, and to regenerate its ground. In the end, it aims
at reproducing the natural process observed on river’s banks. Among other things, VNF
aims at creating vegetated techniques that stabilize the bank, recreate a rich and
indigenous ecosystem, create a coherent landscape, allow the connexion between land
and water, are consistent with locally performed activities (fishing, leisure, tourism,
etc.), insure the multiple bank’s function, are not too expensive, and are rather easy to
implement. Mixed techniques use plants, but also more civil engineering means such
as rock fill, rip rap, or steel pilling. They are more ecologically satisfying than classical
methods but less than vegetated ones.



VNF restores 15km/year of banks using vegetated techniques, it now concerns 50% of
the restored banks.



These techniques are less expensive, and more economically efficient: Vegetated
techniques are experimented since 1994 by VNF, and results show that they are at
least as efficient as classical methods. Moreover, when traditional techniques’ average
cost is 191€/mL, a vegetated technique average costs’ is 137€/mL, and can reach
53€/ml if works are internally controlled.



For VNF, vegetated techniques have several advantages:
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It depends “on” the depth of the stream and the length of the work. Cf. “Application des techniques végétales
pour la protection des berges des voies navigables, direction de l’infrastructure et de l’environnement, guide
VNF”.
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o

They allow: a mechanical stabilization of the bank by routing system resistance;
absorption of part of the water, improvement of the soils resistance,
permeability; and flooding control thanks to leaves and ramifications.

o

They can be implemented easily, without hindering ship navigation.

o

They provide results rapidly, and improve themselves with time. At some point
in time, they even are more efficient than classical civil engineering methods.

o

Their implementation does not imply heavy machinery, it is not necessary to
lower the water level to build them, and most materials used are 100%
biodegradable.

o

They can provide raw materials for other projects.

However, they also have some drawbacks:
o

They are not immediately efficient, some materials such as coco geotextile can
be set in the first place to maintain the bank before the growth of vegetation.
However, it is necessary to wait at least one season to see some results.

o

Specific and important human resources are needed, even though consultancy
in this field is a flourishing sector, the lack of working force can be an issue.

o

Implementation can only be done outside the vegetation period.

o

Those techniques can require an extended period of monitoring and
maintenance to check that vegetation is growing as desired.

o

It is not possible to use vegetated techniques everywhere, some environments
are inadequate, in particular when it is necessary to waterproof the bank.



VNF insists on the fact that an initial diagnosis must be performed, so that each
techniques and chosen plants fits the targeted area, there is no “one size fits all”
approach. Moreover, the maintenance of such banks must follow a rigorous and
adapted plan, involving qualified human resources. VNF is accompanied by firms
specialized in this domain, and trains and informs its own employees working in those
areas. Thanks to training VNF can, on some projects, control internally the works.



As mentioned previously, there is no one size fits all solution, however, through practice
it has been learned that vegetated techniques which are particularly ecologically
productive, are the one conceived so that the helophyte area is 15 to 20 cm underwater,
with a gentle slope at the land-water interface. In these conditions, helophyte develop
well, and micro-habitats appear in the roots sticking out of the water. However, even
misconceived vegetated banks are more ecologically productive than civil engineering
banks.



VNF as also adopted along the years a process of rationalization in its vegetation
activities, progressively rising the number of monitored banks, to assess which
techniques and which indicators were useful and relevant. Ecological functions of those
restored banks are monitored through the presence of fry, macro-invertebrate in the
banks, and of odonates at its toe.
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Figure 12 – Banks restoration in mixed
and vegetated techniques diagnosis
and operations. Source: VNF
VNF aims at diagnosing 80% of the
bank restoration operations. Between
2008 and 2017, this target was only
reached in 2011, with an average on
the period of 50% on the period.

Among all bank restoration operations
implemented by VNF, 30% where
done using vegetated techniques in
2017, and almost 50% using
vegetated and mixed techniques.

Environmental benefits:


Unlike steel piling, vegetated banks foster biodiversity and lateral ecological
continuities. Indeed, they prevent animal drownings, and hence favor animal passages
through watercourses. Indeed, steel piling were preventing fallen animals to climb back
on the shore, vegetated banks create a gentle slope allowing animals to reach back
the land. They also provide micro-habitat. In the case of banks built with civil
engineering techniques, lateral ecological connectivity are fostered by the construction
of wildlife corridors, as developed in the following sub-part.



Vegetated banks are efficient, and sometimes more than permanent techniques,
against erosion that is not resulting from a natural process. Other actions of VNF fight
erosion, as maintaining navigation routes state is part of its core business. However, it
is to be noted that limiting erosion can also be beneficial to ecosystems. Directly,
because erosion destroys the rich micro-habitat, banks hosts, as well as all the
vegetated and aquatic species relying on them. Indirectly, because erosion creates
sedimentation which can negatively affect ecosystems when it is in excessive
quantities. Large amounts of suspended sediment can turn waters murky, limiting light
transmission and changing the temperature, while heavy accumulations of sediment
can diminish water depth (which also changes its temperature and otherwise greatly
alters the aquatic environment).

III.1.2 – Maintaining lateral ecological connectivity through the construction of
wildlife corridors
Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state
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Regulatory environment – Maintaining lateral ecological connectivity through the
construction of wildlife corridors


The annex of the R214-85 article of the French Environmental Code, presenting the
template of the water regulation for private companies allowed to use hydraulic
energy, requires, in its article 9-d, that “devices preventing animal drowning should
be implemented”.

This previous legal element is one of the few that tackles word for word the issue of animal
drowning. It does not directly concern VNF. However, this action is part of the Green and
Blue Corridors preservation action, which is regulated by:


The 3 August 2009 Law regarding the operating of the Grenelle Environment Forum,
which writes in the articles 23 to 26 of the French Environmental Code regarding
biodiversity, the green and blue corridor concept. This concept is also added in the
French Urban Code.



Urban development documents should also take the green and blue corridors into
account.

Despite those legal element, obligations towards green and blue corridors relate only to
longitudinal connectivity (fish ladders for instance). Moreover, the lateral connectivity often
mention aquatic or semi-aquatic fauna, but almost always exclude terrestrial fauna57.


The Water Law, as it limits the possibility of infrastructure construction on
watercourses, sometimes hinders the settling of wildlife corridors on the banks.

VNF is building wildlife corridors to restore lateral ecological connectivity. Canals and
their shores host a diversified fauna and flora which is part of the longitudinal ecological
connectivity. Navigation canals also hinder lateral ecological connectivity, that is to say
passage of the terrestrial fauna. As an example, 60 boars were found drown in the Marne to
Rhine Canal in 2 days on December 2013. Indeed, when dikes are built with civil engineering
techniques, animals that fall in the canal cannot climb back up to reach the shore, and drown
themselves. Vegetated banks are a solution to this issue, as seen previously. Another way of
limiting animal drownings, and facilitate their crossing of the canal, is to build wildlife corridors.


In 2008, VNF launched a study on “the drowning of the large fauna”, in collaboration
with the CEN (Conservatoire des Espace Naturels). One of the result was that between
2006 and 2008, approximately 120 animals were found drown. It is to be noted that
monitoring animal drowning is a complicated task, as it is only based on observation,
and that the place where the corpse is found is not necessarily the place where the
animal drown itself. On the strength of this, VNF identified hotspot of drowning.



Regarding the definition of hotspots, a focus study on the Nord-pas-de-Calais, Lorraine
and Alsace regions allowed to draw some conclusion on the analysis of the
phenomenon. The three of them revealed that using a rigorous monitoring, the green
and blue corridors map, and the VNF banks map, in collaboration with potential
observers (fishing and hunting federations, ONCFS58, ONEMA), allows to identify
hotspots of animal drowning.

57 See
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ONCFS (Office National de la Chasse et de la Faune Sauvage – National Office of Hunting and
Wild Life)
58

59



Regarding the implementation of solutions, one example is the water Agency of the
Artois-Picardie territorial direction 2017 launching of a call for “biodiversity” projects, to
which VNF answered with a wildlife corridors construction. The water agency fund 50%
of the project for an estimated cost of 117 000 euro. The aim of the project was to
conceive, in collaboration with other actors, a wildlife corridor for 2 test-sites (la Sensée
Canal and the canalized Escaut), to monitor the efficiency of the corridors, and finally
to develop feedback for future projects. Overall, the project was rather encouraging,
though no thorough follow up of the infrastructures’ performance was implemented,
animals were photographed near the wildlife corridors.

Environmental benefits:
Even-though the small fauna and mesofauna are impacted by those drowning phenomenon,
they are seldom mentioned in scientific literature, which mainly focuses on the effect on the
large fauna. In the wake of this, a report of the CEREMA 59 sums up scientific elements on
canals’ impact on animal drowning, and possible solutions:


The European buck, the deer, and the boar are part of the large fauna, and have
different relationship to aquatic areas, the buck and the deer are good swimmers,
however the behavior and swimming capacities of the boar are not much documented.
Those behavior variations also impact their probability to drown themselves; their
morphology also impact the type of structure to be implemented to prevent drowning.



Ideally, wildlife corridors should be settled on both side of the watercourse, and allow
climbing for all type of species and morphologies. For large fauna a passage every 200
to 300 meters is necessary, 100 meters if the mesofauna is targeted as well. As for
today, those recommendations are not applied for economic reasons, except on the
Bas-Rhine basin. The best structure are ramps inside the dikes (Figure 13), they are
the most efficient and the most long lasting ones, they are also more expansive. One
or two ramps can be installed; they can also be made of stairs to decrease the impact
on the surrounding environment. VNF has installed similar devices on the Meuse canal
where a high mortality was observed, 10 structures where settled on both side of the
canal, animal drownings are very rare since.

Figure 13 – Possible design for ramps or stairs. Source: CEREMA/ FRC Lorraine

59 Noyade

de la faune dans les canaux de navigation: Étude préliminaire et retours d’expériences – CEREMA –

2015
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III.1.3 – Maintaining and renewing tree plantation on shores: The example of the
Erstein’s Polder in Grand-Est Region
Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state – Climate change adaptation
Regulatory environment – Maintaining and renewing tree plantation on shores
Those actions are voluntary, no French regulations mandates VNF to take care of flooded
forests. However:


According to the 24 January 2012 L. 4311-1 2° and 3° of the French Transports Code,
VNF should also contribute to sustainable development and land use planning, in
particular regarding wetlands safeguard, flooding risk, ecological continuities
restoration, landscape conservation, tourism and water sports promotion60.



The Erstein’s polder project was conceived in agreement with Germany, within the
framework of the common goal of reducing the water level of the Rhine. As France
has been financing Rhine related project since 1969, the Erstein’s polder project was
financed by Germany (25 million euros). However, VNF takes part in the steering
committee, and inquires of the sound ecological progression of the project.

Within the limits of its budget, VNF maintains and restores flooded forests present on
the public fluvial domain. However, it cannot roll out a real ecologically based tree plantation
policy. Notably, VNF is severely restricted by the original network map, the mandatory and
systematic presence of a canal tow-path, and by the occasional presence of cycling roads.
However, banks can be reshaped to create a spawning area.


For instance, VNF took part in the Erstein’s Polder project, a Germano-French initiative,
started in 1982, to reduce the water level of the Rhine. This project aims at securing
the resident living at the North of the Iffezheim and at the downstream of the channeled
section of the Rhine, by restoring the minimum water level that channeling altered. It
will prevent populations from the bicentennial floods.
It includes 18 polders, 2 of them are in France. They can rapidly be filled with water
when the water flow is above critical thresholds. Moreover, submerging punctually the
Erstein’s polder allows to reactivate its hydrographic scheme and restore its
ecosystem, namely to restore its riparian forest. The ecological value of this project is
reinforced as the forest covering the Erstein’s polder is a protected site: Its ecological
value is recognized as a European interest. Indeed, it still has the typical features of
Rhine riparian forests: as the groundwater fluctuates, new types of habitats are created
(biotopes) where animal and vegetate species thrive.
Every time the water flow goes beyond 1550 m3/s the Erstein’s polder backwater,
called giessen, are submerged, this happens approximately 60 days per year, which
favors the restoration of the typical Rhine flooded forests. Another interesting fact is
that the Erstein’s polder’s peninsula was not being submerged since 1970. Hence, to
facilitate the adjustment of animal and vegetal species to the flood, and to favor the
alluvial system of the area, the polder is partially submerged once year, up to 75 cm.
This immersion, is said ecological, and made between June and July, when the Rhine
water flow goes beyond 2000 m3/s, and for a duration not exceeding 15 days.

60 «

est chargé de la gestion hydraulique des voies qui lui sont confiées en conciliant les usages diversifiés de la
ressource aquatique, ainsi qu’en assurant l’entretien et la surveillance des ouvrages et aménagements
hydrauliques situés sur le domaine qui lui est confié » et « concourt au développement durable et à
l’aménagement du territoire, notamment par la sauvegarde des zones humides et des aménagements
nécessaires à la reconstitution de la continuité écologique, la prévention des inondations, la conservation du
patrimoine et la promotion du tourisme fluvial et des activités nautiques ».
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One of the Erstein’s polder’s key role is to contribute to flood control, according to
statistical forecasts, it should do so once every ten years. It should reduce by 12% the
bicentennial floods’ flow, so as to reduce the upstream water level of the Iffezheim of
70cm. This induces a storage capacity of 270 million of m3 from Basel to Worms. The
Erstein’s polder represents 3% of this capacity. The submerging of the Erstain’s polder
is governed by a Germano-French coalition. It is activated once the water flow reaches
3600 m3/s around Strasbourg, which occurs, as mentioned above, every ten years.
The filling of the polder fluctuates between thirteen and fifteen hours.
Environmental benefits:
Flooded forests occurs along streams and rivers that seasonally or intermittently flood their
banks61. These wetland forests are important reservoirs of biodiversity: they occur where water
and land interface, species diversity and abundance can hence be high, they have many other
ecological functions. As they are often flooded (several times a week, to several months a
year), riparian forests are mainly composed of softwoods such as willow trees, poplar and
alders.


Riparian forests are very rich in terms of biodiversity, they are essential to green and
blue corridors, allowing breeding, migration, and supply for a high number of plant and
animal species. In particular, they provide ways of migration upon hydraulic schemes
and between upstream and downstream areas.
Riparian forests have many other functions, and have been the object of prolific
scientific literature. Decamps (2002)62 summarizes the main ones:
o

Riparian forests root itself deep in the bank, preventing soil erosion. Indeed,
forest clearing fosters run-off, favors erosion, this effect is mitigated by the
presence of riparian forests. In the end, this protection role can contribute to
roads, buildings and bridges protection.

o

Riparian forests enhanced water purity by trapping sediment, preventing them
from falling in the water stream. They also prevent siltation of sensible aquatic
habitat like spawning area.

o

As vegetated banks in a broader sense, riparian forests control livestock access
to water. Hence, preventing animal falls, as mentioned before, but also
trampling, erosion, and animal wastes from being directly discharged in the
water.

o

As they provide perch, and foster the development of species likely to limit crop
pest expansion, riparian forests, meadows and crops are complementary.
Especially, since they deliver fodder and heating wood.

o

As a wind-shield riparian forests protect corps, and animals. They also provide
shading against the heat.

o

Riparian forests prevent excessive quantities of nutrients to be released into the
water. Those harmful nutrient, when present in large quantities, are nitrogen
and phosphorus. Riparian forests hence contribute to the microbiological
denitrification process. This nutrient trap is combined to shading which
diminishes light penetration, temperature rise and therefore seaweed
proliferation.

o

Finally, riparian forests contribute to raise fish stock. Indeed, they reduce
temperature variation between seasons, they diversify aquatic habitat, they

61 https://www.medicinalplantsarchive.us/wildflowers-3/alluvial-forest-1.html
62 Decamps,

H. (2002). Du bon usage des ripisylves. La houille blanche, (3), 49-53.
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favor the development of insects population which, once in the water, are one
of the main fish food supply. Moreover, water shading prevents evaporation,
which can cause up to 5% of water loss per year: riparian forests also have a
role to play in the preservation of water resource.

Figure 14 – First atlas of alien invasive vegetated aquatic species, on VNF’s network. Source: VNF,
2017



To monitor the ecological impacts, the project has empowered a group of scientist and
maintenance methods were defined by the prefectorial order of the 3 September 1996,
governed by the Water Act. It has been observed that in addition to the anticipated
flood, some height limited flood were occurring, allowing the adaptation of the flora and
fauna to the major flood, and partially restored the habitat that could be found before
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the channeling. The scientific committee will furthermore monitor ecosystems all along
the several impound operation.

III.1.4 – Conclusions on re-vegetating banks and maintaining riparian and
flooded forests
VNF is investing in the use of vegetated techniques for banks. It also invest in lateral ecological
connectivity projects. In the specific context of the French-Germanic project on the Erstein’s
polder, the institution is taking part in the restoration of riparian forests.
Regarding the use of vegetated techniques for banks, VNF is not complying to any regulation
by fostering vegetated techniques, however it has a soft political incentive to do so in the light
of the recently stated European and French objectives. Moreover, VNF has a certain economic
incentive to vegetate banks, both because those techniques are less expensive, and because
administrative costs of classical techniques were made higher by recent regulation. VNF also
tries to operate a diagnosis on banks that need to be restored. The number of diagnosed banks
is not satisfying compared to the targets. As for the number of restored banks in vegetated
techniques, it is difficult to assess its related performance, as no targets were set.
Banks that are vegetated also restore lateral ecological connectivity by allowing terrestrial
fauna to easily enter and exit the water. The construction of wildlife corridors plays an important
role, it is induced by the green and blue corridor regulation, but not specifically required, as it
is the case for longitudinal ecological connectivity.
Regarding VNF action on riparian forests, it is not part of VNF missions to grow riparian forests
for the only sake of biodiversity restoration (hence it does not have the financial means to do
so), but in certain cases it is closely linked to flooding prevention, which is part of its missions.
Hence, in specific cases, VNF can have a role to play in alluvial and flooded forest restoration.

III.2 – Fighting alien invasive species and the synthesized inputs
usages
III.2.1 – Fighting alien invasive species, notably the canker stain of plane
Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state
VNF’s navigation network is highly exposed to the pressure alien invasive species generate,
especially during Summer and Spring, as the development of those species is tightly correlated
to weather conditions. The stakes are all the more important that alien invasive species also
spread through waterways. Not all alien invasive species create damages, however, the ones
that do, and with which VNF has to deal, their features, the consequences they have on the
works, the activities of VNF, and the environment, are detailed in Annex 4. However, in a
broader way, they all have the common trait of being able to develop extremely fast, to divert
resources, to spread easily, for instance through cutting, and to resist and adapt to
perturbations. Water eutrophication also explains their recent development.
Regulatory environment – Fighting alien invasive species, notably the canker stain of
plane


Some invasive species control methods are part of the French regulation, and are
detailed in Annex 4 for several species particularly challenging VNF’s activities. In a
broader way, alien invasive species are mentioned in several international
commitments (Convention on Biological Diversity, Berne Convention, Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species, Bonn Convention, and Ramsar
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Convention) and are governed by several level of regulations63. However, VNF action
toward alien invasive species concerns only management and introduction
processes, relevant regulations are the following:
o

o

European level:


European regulation n°1143/2014 to prevent and manage alien
invasive species introduction and propagation.



Framework Directive on Water n° 2000/60/CE.



Marine Strategy Framework Directive n° 2008/56/CE.



Regulation n° 708/2007 concerning locally missing and alien species
use in aquaculture.

French level:


Law n°2016-1087 of the 8 August 2016 for biodiversity, nature and
landscape restoration. (articles L411-5, L441-6, L411-8, L411-9,
L415-3). Notably, this law punishes introduction, and selling of alien
invasive species, but only permits to undertakes actions to destroy
them, and does not impose it.



French Rural and Maritime Fishing Code (articles L 251-4, L 251-6, L
251-12, L 251-18, L 251-20).



French Public Health Code (articles L1338-1 and following)



French Environmental Code (article R 427-6)



For animal species: both decrees of the 10 August 2004.



National Strategy for Biodiversity 2011-2020, and for Invasive
Species.

VNF has produced a functional literature64 on several plant and animal invasive species,
to be used by its employees to detect, remove, and understand the most problematic for VNF–
it defines management methods. Those documents are produced in collaboration with France
Nature Environnement65. Notably, Figure 14 shows where vegetated species are located on
the national network map. VNF has also localized them by types, on its works, and at the
regional scale.
Species explicitly targeted by VNF employees are: elodea (canadensis, callitrichoides and
nuttallii) and the primrose willow, for the plant aquatic species; Asian knot-weed (Reynoutria
japonica, Reynoutria sachalinensis and Fallopia Bohemica), for the plant species; and the
muskrat (Ondatrazibethicus) for animal species, the Coyput (Myocastor coypus) is also a
problematic species and presents more or less the same features as the muskrat. VNF
coordinates with other concerned actors to fight their proliferation (harbor, collectivities,
locals…). Indeed, all those species are responsible for environmental but also operating
problems linked to VNF core business. Namely, they have the common aspect of:


Hindering ship navigation (implying damages on propellers, longer travel times, raise
of the fuel consumption, hindering signaling devices, etc.);



preventing canal water supply;
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https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/especes-exotiques-envahissantes
sur les espèces exotiques envahissantes – VNF – 2016.From which is extracted the following
information.
65 https://www.fne.asso.fr/
64 Guide
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altering locks and their functioning;



raising flooding risks, and preventing underwater scanning hence slowing the works
maintenance;



generating high spending for the yearly weeding processes;



and slowing the water flow, hence rising sedimentation, requiring more dredging
operation;

See Annex 4 for more details on the above mentioned species environmental features, and
their specific associated regulation.
Environmental benefits:


In a broad way, fighting alien invasive species can promote diversity, and foster
endemic species development, if made properly. More specifically:
o

Elodea prevents water flow and can be responsible for periodic anoxia, and
biodiversity decline. When crushed, Elodea’s waste can be spread on dry
agricultural lands which were grown.

o

Concerned species of Asian knotweed are very fast-growing plant, hence the
risk of changing the flora into a single-species herbarium can be high. They
grow large leaves, shading the shores and preventing endemic species to
develop on the shores. Moreover, the bedding formed by the stems inhibits
other plants’ germination. Because of them, soil erosion could be worsen in
winter, as stems are gone, and soil is naked. Finally, according to some
observations, the presence of those species diminishes beetles, land
invertebrates, and bird population.

o

The Primrose willow dense herbarium can block water flow, and their
degradation can produce large quantities of substance accumulating down
standing areas, and progressively filling-up the environment. They also alter the
physico-chemical quality of the water, in particular, they reduce its dissolved
oxygen level and pH. Indeed, aquatic herbarium requires, in summer, a large
quantity of oxygen to decompose itself. Hence, it prevents other species to use
it. Moreover, as they shade the water, they also hinder other vegetal species
photosynthesis. In the end, ecosystems are weakened and depleted. It is to be
noted that, even-though VNF does not use any chemical techniques,
mechanical uprooting of the primrose willow can be harmful for the
environment. Indeed, it induces massive uprooting of all plants present in the
area, animal trapping, sediment extraction and suspension. Hence, it is used
sparingly.

o

The muskrat has a quick ability to repopulate, scatter and colonize all types of
favorable aquatic areas. As a results of its diet it alters local plant species,
habitat, and hence creates a biodiversity loss. Negative impacts may relate to
some bird, fish and invertebrate species breeding.

It is to be noted that those environmental benefits hold only if the management of those
alien invasive species is properly done, and in the right time. Moreover, an ill-managed
fight against certain species, such as the concerned species of Asian knotweed can
generate contamination, and be in the end counter-productive.


It is also to be noted that VNF tries to use mostly environmental-friendly methods to get
rid of invasive species, and tries to recover the waste associated to the destruction of
the species (methanisation, etc.).
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Box 2: VNF’s fight against the Canker Stain of Plane
The Canker Stain of Plane is a disease caused by a microscopic fungus feeding exclusively
on Plane, and killing it within 2 to 5 years. A simple wound can infect the tree. Hence,
infected equipment contributed to the propagation of the disease during construction or
maintenance. A car’s bumper, a ship hull or a bike can also carry the disease. The water
stream is also a vector of contamination, as well as the plane roots proximity between trees.
The disease first appeared in France in 1945 on ammunitions’ plane tree cases. Since,
more than 50 000 infested Planes have been cut down.
VNF actions regarding the Canker Stain of Plane are regulated by the 22 December 2015
ministerial decree; they also follow the scientific committee working on the disease. Every
year VNF mandates experts to explore the entire Canal of the Midi to index every infected
plane. The Garonne lateral canal is under observation by employees formed by VNF. On
the Canal of the Midi, infected trees are cut down to impede transmission to other trees, the
wood is burned in situ to destroy the pest. Preventive measures are adopted to avoid
contamination through equipment during cut down.
Taking into account, tourism, ship navigation, and biodiversity protection, cut down is then
allowed two times per year: between the end of August and mid-November and between
mid-February and mid-April. The calendar is adapted to avoid impacts on species
conservation (nesting or hibernation periods). VNF also provides land to test potential cure.
The Canal of the Midi is inscribed on UNESCO's World Heritage List. To rebuilt this heritage,
VNF worked with the French government, and regional councils on a restoration program.
This project was validated by the ministry in charge of landscapes in 2012. It consists in
planting trees providing the same visual aspect as Planes (Jalon or Pecan tree), and
between them diversified species to avoid another sanitary upheaval as the one the Canal
is facing today.

III.2.2 – Zero phytosanitary products policy and biodegradable lubricant use
Regulatory environment – Zero phytosanitary products policy and biodegradable
lubricant use


In 2007, phytosanitary products used in non-agricultural activities represented 5% of
the total sold amount of those products. Among those 5%, between one third and half
were used by technical services and territorial community. It is to be noted that, signing
this agreement, VNF committed to a decrease in its use of phytosanitary products,
their target of not using any by 2013 was the result of their own initiative.



On the 7 October 2010, VNF signed framework agreement on the professional use of
phytosanitary products on non-agricultural lands, with the Ministry in charge of
Environment, and the Ministry in charge of Agriculture. This agreement followed the
ECOPHYTO II 2018 plan, and the awareness it embodied on the impact of the
important use of phytosanitary products, on nature and humans (water pollution, public
health…). Its ambition was to reduce by 50% the use of phytosanitary products by
2025.



The article 44 of the Law n°2006-11 of the 5 January 2006 from the agricultural
organizations, planned to make mandatory the use of biodegradable lubricant in
sensitive areas. A decree was to be written by the State Council, to define those
application condition. Even though this document never made it out into the light, VNF
took example on its impulsion and committed itself to reduce its use of nonbiodegradable lubricant.
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The Labbé law of the 6 February 2014 forbids selling phytosanitary products to private
individuals, and restricts their use in green areas, forests, and path, own by the state.
This was expanded to roadways by the article 68 of the 17 August 2015 law n°2015992, with the 1 January 2018 as application deadline.

Since 2013 VNF is not using any phytosanitary products managing its network. A target
which VNF initially aimed to reach in 2017.
Phytosanitary Products
(L/Km)

Target

2008

0.42

-

2009

0.05

-

2010

0.03

0.03

2013

0

-

Table 16 – Liters of phytosanitary products used by kilometers of banks, per year. Source: VNF



VNF produced documentation to help their employee understanding the key
management rules in a zero-phytosanitary products context66. In this guide, VNF
actions are classified in three categories:
o

weeding preventive techniques: methods preventing vegetation to grow
(mulching, ground cover flowers, and flowery meadows)

o

weeding techniques: methods destroying vegetation without chemicals (thermal
weeding using direct flame, infrared, water/steam/foam, brushing or harrowing,
high-pressure water)

o

vegetation management techniques: methods regulating vegetation growth
(eco-gazing)



Stopping the use of phytosanitary products goes hand in hand with the shore vegetating
measures. Indeed, VNF moved from a chemical based shores management, to a
natural one, fostering a wilder nature, with lower maintenance costs.



The guide provides for each actions its method, its cost, its requirements, its benefits
and its disadvantages. It summarizes the main data required to implement alternative
weeding techniques and vegetation management. Those data come from each regional
branch’s own experimentations. Following and constantly evaluating those methods
allowed VNF to gazer reliable and realistic data on the subject. Furthermore, VNF has
the ambition to build a national scale harmonized methodology on differential
management. It consists in evaluating necessary human and financial resources to
better calibrate the management type and level.

VNF is making widespread the use of biodegradable lubricant on river works. Indeed,
VNF committed itself to reduce its use of non-biodegradable lubricant, partly on the strength
of the numerous private and territorial directions’ experimentations. This policy applies to open
systems (chainsaw, two-step engines) and closed systems (hydraulic fluids used in lock and
dams…). Since the 1 July 2012 all lubricants used in open systems must be biodegradable,
non-ecotoxic, nor bio-accumulable. For hydraulic fluids the deadline of 100% of works and
machinery converted was the end of the year 2018. In the light of the 2017 results, VNF plans
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Guide Techniques alternatives de désherbage et de maîtrise de la végétation – VNF - 2014
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to reach 90% of works and machinery converted in 2026. A protocol guide was published in
2012 to help the employees achieving this goal.

Figure 15 – Numbers of works converted to biodegradable lubricant by territorial directions

Figure 16 – Works using biodegradable lubricant and hydraulic fluids. Source: VNF
In 2017, 1178 works were using biodegradable lubricant and hydraulic fluids. VNF manages 494 dams
and 1595 locks.
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Environmental benefits:


The framework agreement on the professional use of phytosanitary products in nonagricultural zone, signed by VNF, with the ministry in charge of environment in 2010
were already giving warnings regarding the dangers of phytosanitary products’ usage
on human health and nature. More specifically, they were pointing out that between
1998 and 2007, underground and superficial water resources were contaminated, and
was planning to stop the use of some phytosanitary products classified as especially
dangerous, within 20 years.
o

The IPBES report 1-467, points out how phytosanitary products are endangering
biodiversity and more specifically pollinators. They foster alternative methods,
and incentives policies such as the ones implemented by VNF.

o

The NBO (national biodiversity observatory) published a report68 in 2018 on the
state of French biodiversity. A large number of bird and bats species have seen
their population decline in the rural area. This is mainly due to the phytosanitary
products used in agriculture.

Objectives of the evaluation: Biodiversity state

III.2.3 – Conclusions on fighting alien invasive species and the synthesized
inputs regulation
VNF is fighting some alien invasive species and undertakes actions to reduce its use of
phytosanitary products.
Overall, and if properly made, fighting any invasive species benefits the environment, the fact
that VNF is exclusively using environmental-friendly ways to get rid of those species, and that
it tries to recover the wastes associated with those destruction processes are to be stressed.
By doing so, VNF is in accordance with the spirit of an extensive legal literature on the subject.
Even though most of it is not governing the way to manage alien invasive species, which VNF
mainly does, but mainly forbids introduction, even when it is unintended, a concerns towards
which VNF has a responsibility as well (example of the cancer stain of plane). Finally, beyond
pure ecological benefits, the incentive VNF has regarding the destruction of alien invasive
species should not be neglected. Indeed, they hinder navigation, and alter the works, overall
they prevent VNF from insuring good network and navigation conditions, part of its core
mission.
The will of not using any phytosanitary products can be commended, especially considering
that it goes beyond actual regulation, even though the current legal landscape suggests that
the regulation regarding this concern will be stronger in the following years. Moreover, VNF
shows good will in trying to rationalize its monitoring process regarding the evolution of land
management techniques. However, if figures regarding phytosanitary products are satisfying,
the ones regarding the use of biodegradable lubricants could be improved. Finally, it is to be
kept in mind, that even though phytosanitary products have shown negative impacts on human
health, their impact on biodiversity has been demonstrated only when used in agricultural
context. Hence, the impact of the elimination of their use on VNF fluvial domain is more
uncertain.

67https://www.ipbes.net/system/tdf/downloads/pdf/ipbes_4_19_annex_ii_spm_pollination_fr.pdf?file=1&type=node

&id=28365
68 http://indicateurs-biodiversite.naturefrance.fr/sites/default/files/fichiers/docs/Publication-ONB-Menaces-sur-levivant-vf.pdf
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III. 3 – Conclusions on restoring, maintaining, and redeveloping
natural areas connected to VNF’s infrastructures (Summary table 3)69

69

See Annex 1 for methodology and table legend.
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Following the methodology developed in Annex 1, actions that are relevant regarding the
evaluation, that is to say actions that are additional to existing regulation governing VNF
actions, beneficial to biodiversity and/or climate change adaptation, and for which VNF has
reached its target are the following:


VNF undertakes, when feasible, the replacement of the banks backup system from
steel to vegetated techniques: This action has established impacts on biodiversity, is
in accordance with European legal ambitions, but is not mandatory. VNF is restoring
banks every year using those techniques, as there are no targets it is however difficult
to assess the institution performance on this action.
→ VNF has some economic incentives doing so, as administrative costs of classical
techniques were made higher.



The example of the Polder d’Erstein Grand-Est Region. Illustrates how VNF punctually
has an interesting role in the restoration of alluvial forests, which possesses high
environmental qualities. This kind of action is not regulated. The further results of this
project will give more information on VNF performance.



Since 2013, VNF is not using any chemical and phytosanitary products to manage
network. Not using protection products has a proven impact on human health and a
proven impact on biodiversity in agricultural areas. VNF is going beyond regulation by
having completely ended its use on the institution’s network.
→ VNF does not buy or use any phytosanitary product since 2013, combined with
wilder banks vegetation, it reduces the cost of banks management.

Actions that could be considered as additional with respect to the counterfactual scenario, that
is to say actions that are additional to existing regulation governing VNF actions, beneficial to
biodiversity or climate change adaptation, but for which VNF has not reached its target, or has
not set any, are the following:


VNF is making widespread the use of biodegradable lubricant on river works: The
impact on the environment could be important, and VNF is stating ambitious targets
which go beyond regulation. As for today, they are not yet reached.



VNF is punctually building wildlife corridors to restore lateral ecological connectivity.
VNF is involved in several installation projects of wildlife passages, those initiatives are
interesting but occasional. They also have realized a study on the hotspot concerned
by animal drowning. Taking care of ecological connectivity is mentioned in the French
Environmental and Urban Code, however, operational legal documents only focus on
longitudinal connectivity. In this sense, VNF occasional initiatives and interest for the
subject is rather forward-thinking. Those initiatives should be increased.



VNF has produced a functional literature on several vegetated and alien invasive
species, to be used by its employees to detect, remove, and understand the main ones:
Fighting invasive species and avoiding their development is key to biodiversity
restoration, if made properly. Hence, it is mentioned in many legal texts. However,
destroying the species is not mandatory but allowed. VNF is undertaking actions, and
training its employee to get efficiently rid of those species. There are no ways of
measuring this action’s efficiency, as it is not followed. Considering that fighting alien
invasive species can be counter-productive, this last point is paramount, VNF should
improve its monitoring in this action, to make sure it is efficient.
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IV – Conclusion
In this section, VNF actions were reviewed to identify those likely to benefit to biodiversity
and/or climate change adaptation, and establishing whether these actions were additional to
existing regulation, effectively benefiting the environment, and efficiently implemented by VNF.
The list of actions fulfilling these criteria is detailed below and allows to reasonably advocate
for a positive impact of subsidies granted to VNF as regards biodiversity protection and climate
change adaptation. The methodology used is described in Annex 1.

IV.1 Additional actions


VNF is recovering part of the dredged sediment.



VNF is undertaking actions to reduce the impact of dredging operation on fish mortality
and ecosystems perturbations, operating according to breeding cycles and using
alternative techniques of monitoring. s



When feasible, VNF undertakes the replacement of the banks backup system from
steel to vegetated techniques.



When feasible, VNF maintains alluvial forest.



Since 2013, VNF has not been using any chemical and phytosanitary products to
manage its network

Overall, those actions reasonably advocates for a VNF subsidy benefiting the environment
regarding biodiversity and climate adaptation.

IV.2 Comments on results
It can be noted that actions additional to existing regulations are mainly the ones impacting
positively biodiversity, rather than climate change adaptation. Indeed, as those actions are not
part of the historical and core activities of VNF, the corresponding regulation is less binding,
leaving more room for maneuver. Moreover, as actions additional to existing regulations are
beyond the scope of the agency’s main missions, they depend on the available funding. VNF
has acquired field knowledge and expertise that could be channeled to delve into the synergies
between VNF main activities and biodiversity protection, beyond mere mitigation.
Finally, beyond its main focus, this study also allowed to shed light on synergies between
actions benefiting biodiversity and climate change adaptation, and VNF main missions’
economic performance. Those synergies show that future economic development of VNF
could rely on a more sustainable management.

V - Observations of the referee and answers
Scientific referee: André Evette Ph. D., HDR, researcher and Engineer on restoration ecology
of riverbank and alluvial floodplain, soil bioengineering, and management and control of
invasive species at the National Research Institute of Science and Technology for environment
and agriculture (IRSTEA).
Dr. Andre Evette is appointed by the commission in order to monitor closely the evaluation
process as an independent referee. This guarantees the objectivity, the neutrality and the
independence of the monitoring during all the evaluation process.
The referee disclosed its ties to the Agence France Trésor. The IRSTEA laboratory is partly
funded through the Green OAT allocation70.

70

OAT verte – Rapport d’allocation et de performance, 2018, p28-29, allocation number P172
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As a general comment, the scientific referee remarked that the sub-evaluations on climate
change adaptation and biodiversity protection give a good overview of VNF activities despite
of limited data availability. In the future, he suggests there could be improvements in the
methods and focuses, as the sub-evaluations are missing a global perspective.
Discussion with the referee, allowed to make clarification on the role of invasive species in
waterways management and biodiversity erosion, to enrich the report with scientific
references, and more broadly to bring some clarifications on the biology-related statements.
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General conclusion
1st section: Climate change mitigation
Inland waterway transport allowed by VNF contributes to reduce CO2 emissions through modal
shift, as inland waterway transport emits less CO2 than road transport.
Indeed, considering the extreme case scenario where inland waterway activities would
disappear without subsidies, we estimate that around 70% of tonnes-kilometers would shift to
the road mode (+ 5.3 Gtkm per year / + 2%) and about 30% on the rail mode (+ 2.1 Gtkm
per year / +6%).
The avoided CO2 emissions due to subsidies is estimated at about 290 ktCO2 per year which
represent a reduction of about 1% (0.9%) of total freight emissions per year.
The sensitivity analysis based on Monte Carlo simulations estimated that emissions annual
reductions related to inland waterways activities facilitated by VNF are between a confidence
interval of a minimum value of 160 ktCO2 to a maximum value of 310 ktCO2.
2nd section: Climate change adaptation and biodiversity protection
VNF undertakes actions that are additional to existing regulation, beneficial to biodiversity
and/or climate change adaptation, and for which it reaches its targets. The difference between
our hypothetical counterfactual where VNF would only be undertaking mandatory
environmentally-friendly actions and reality, is the presence of those voluntary actions. They
reasonably advocate for a VNF subsidy benefiting biodiversity and climate adaptation.
It should be highlighted that actions that are additional to existing regulations are mainly related
to biodiversity and not climate change adaptation. Indeed, because those actions are not part
of the historical and core activities of VNF, the regulation regarding those is less binding,
allowing more room for initiative and proactivity. This does not, however, undermine the
importance of the regulated actions VNF undertakes to maintain and manage the hydraulic
network and the water resource, two main stakes for an effective and efficient climate change
adaptation.
Moreover, VNF is an institution which maintains a network of infrastructure embedded in a
vulnerable and sensitive environment. By mitigating its impact on it, VNF has acquired field
knowledge and expertise that could be channeled to delve into the synergies between VNF
main activities, and biodiversity protection beyond mere mitigation. Efforts VNF is showing to
rationalize its monitoring, ecological follow-up, and more broadly, a large part of its
environmental actions shows that giving the institution quantified targets to undertake actions
preserving biodiversity, and adapting to climate change, could be efficient.
The criteria “Synergies and economic incentives” used in the summary tables, though not part
of the evaluation itself, sheds light on the sometimes strong link between actions that benefits
biodiversity and climate change adaptation, and VNF main missions’ economic performance.
Those synergies show that future economic development of VNF could highly rely on a more
sustainable management.
Finally, this raises the issue of public funds allocation efficiency, and of the future of
environmental policy. Endowing VNF with more ecological objectives, quantified targets and
adequate financial means, going beyond its core mission, involves transcending the classical
dissociation of environmental objective from other public missions.
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Evaluation team and work process
The present evaluation was carried out by the CGDD (office of the Commissioner General for
Sustainable Development). The evaluation team of the first section belongs to the
transportation and urban economics office (MA1) of the Division for Mobility and Planning (MA).
The evaluation team of the second section belongs to global public goods office (ERNR1) of
the Division for the Economics of Natural Resources and Risks (ERNR). Both Divisions are in
the Sustainable Development Economics, Assessment and integration Department (SEEIDD).
The role of the SEEIDD in its assessment dimension is to design and carry out socio-economic
analyses of policy measures, ex-ante and ex-post, and to provide insights on long term impacts
of these policies, with a focus on quantitative environmental impacts. The fields covered are
transport, energy, housing and spatial planning. The SEEIDD makes all efforts to keep in line
with the academic standards for public policies’ evaluation.
The MA team uses and develops tools and models in order to provide robust quantitative
elements for these evaluations, while the ERNR team practices economic evaluations of public
environmental policies. Both teams maintain links with economics research institutes on a
regular basis for knowledge sharing and coordination of knowledge improvement.
VNF is not placed under the authority of the CGDD. The Direction in charge within the Ministry
for an Ecological and Solidary Transition is the Directorate General of Infrastructures,
transports and the sea (DGITM ).
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Annex
Annex 1 – Summary Tables: Methodology
Tables presented at the end of chapter I, II and III, summaries actions and qualify them
according to four types of criteria: environmental benefits, the strength of the regulation, the
synergies and economic incentives, target achievement, and the objective of the evaluation
(biodiversity state and/or climate change adaptation). For each criteria, three levels are
associated: green, yellow and pink. Those levels have a particular meaning for each criteria,
which is detailed below.

Figure 17 – Methodological Tables
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As previously mentioned, the counterfactual chosen for this study is conditional in the sense
that the objective is to highlight additionality of VNF actions beneficial to biodiversity and
climate change adaptation, with respect to the current regulation. The criteria “Additionality”
identifies actions that are additional to this counterfactual scenario. As explained in Figure 1,
there are four ways of answering this criteria:


Actions that have an established positive impact on the environment, that are
moderately or weakly regulated and for which VNF has reached its targets, are
considered as additional to the counterfactual scenario (on Figure 1: combination
of green crosses).



Actions that have an presumptive positive impact on the environment, that is to say that
are moderately or weakly regulated but for which VNF has not set a target, or is not
reaching it, are considered as actions that could be additional to the counterfactual
scenario if better monitored, and indicate scope of improvement (on Figure 1:
combination of yellow crosses).



Actions that either have an established weak impact on the environment, or that are
strongly regulated are considered as not additional to the counterfactual scenario
(on Figure 1: one red cross).



Finally, actions that are still at an experimenting stage are not assessed.

Regarding the criteria “Target achievement”, it should be kept in mind that the evaluation
method chosen is simply to assess whether VNF has reached its targets or not. This allow to
create an homogeneous and impartial rule of evaluation. However, it creates a negative bias
towards ambition. Indeed, the fact that targets were not reached should not undermine the fact
that they were set in the first place, which is a positive initiative of VNF. This bias is partly
removed thanks to the distinction between actions that are not additional to the counterfactual,
and actions that could be if data were available on the performance of the institution, or if their
targets were reached.
Interestingly, actions that are weakly of strongly regulated, for which VNF has not reached or
not set any target indicates that VNF is hardly complying to the regulation. For instance, in the
case of the fish-ladders.
Finally, it should be mentioned that this assessment methodology should not be used to
compare countries. Indeed, it would mechanically favor the ones that have a weak
environmental regulation, making actions more easily additional. This strategy made sense in
the present case, as the objective was to highlight what the public subvention was bringing to
VNF actions toward the environment. The counterfactual being that VNF core missions would
otherwise be performed by a private actor, which would only undertake the mandatory actions
favoring the environment, considering additionality with respect to the current French
regulation and context was relevant. It would not be the case if the aim of the study was to
perform international comparison between water-ways managers.
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Annex 2 – Other actions
The three previous chapter described three sets of actions covering for the main VNF’s actions
impacting biodiversity of climate change adaptation. The analysis followed the methodology
described in Annex 1, consisting in highlighting the environmental benefits, the strength of the
regulation, the synergies and economical incentives, VNF performance, and the objective of
the evaluation (biodiversity state and/or climate change adaptation) for each action.
Additionally to those three sets of actions, VNF is experimenting other ways to reduce its
environmental impact: by fostering ship navigators to collect their waste, and also by taking
part in a variety of research programs. Those actions are detailed bellow, however, due to their
anecdotal aspects, the methodology used previously was not applied.

Managing waste
VNF is helping ship owners to collect oil waste, in a broader way they are bettering waste
and sewage collection of river ship.


The PROCITECONSEIL – ECOGES consortium realized in 2015 and 2016 a
comparative analysis of organizational, regulatory and economic models of oily and
greasy wastes in inland navigation. This analysis was overseen by VNF infrastructure,
water and environment department. This study mainly focused on the scenario of the
national scale extension of the CDNI (Strasbourg convention of the 9th of September
1996, regarding Rhine and inland navigation waste collection, disposal and reception).
This study assessed the existent oily and greasy waste management, to consider
user’s expectations, to analyze technical solutions implemented of not on the French
and European water ways. Based on this study, an action plan was submitted to the
Ministry in charge of environment in 2017.



The collection of oily and greasy wastes service proposed by the AS Energy company
in Starsbourg cost 63 282 euro in 2017.



Approved in 2014, VNF policy regarding prevention and waste management details the
priory actions, stressing organization and storage, wild disposal area management, and
regulatory waste tracking. Regarding separation, and waste storage organization, VNF
relies on the 5S System71 strategy, to improve its practices.

Management of dangerous and non-dangerous waste. The following figure describes the
evolution of the number site equipped with a dangerous and non-dangerous waste traceability
system. It is to be noted, that the target for 2017 was a 100% of equipped site, and that this
target was not reached yet.

71 Workplace

organization method allowing a continual improvement of tasks realised by a company. The 5s have
been translated into “Sort”, “Set in order”, “Shine”, “Standardise” and “Sustain”. This list describes how to organise
a work space space for efficiency and effectiveness.
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Figure 18 – Equipped site with a dangerous and non-dangerous waste traceability system, in
percentages, source: VNF

Contributing to research and associative projects
As a public institution and a field actor, VNF is taking part into research and associative projects
with environmental targets, by funding them and/or by giving field information.
Contribute with other infrastructure managers to the development of an ecological
network and share good practices within the CIL&B (Club des Infrastructures Linéaires
pour la Biodiversité – Linear Infrastructure Club for Biodiversity). This club was created in 2011,
and regroups nine members ( ASFA, Eiffage Concessions, ERDF, GRTgaz, LISEA, RFF, RTE,
TIGF et VNF) all linear infrastructure managers. This Club aims at sharing feedbacks in terms
of biodiversity management, to work on hot topics, and to provide a visible organization for its
members. Its main actions are:


Coordination and organization of regional and national representation in biodiversity
governance.



Contribution to the writing of the legislation



Sharing and improving knowledge by: polling the Natural History Museum inventory to
expand the national one and by organizing a working seminar on ecological corridors
in the linear infrastructures management, in partnership with the UICN.



Investing in research by: taking part in the Strategic Direction Council of French
Foundation for Research on Biodiversity (FRB) and implementing a research program
“Linear transportation infrastructures, biodiversity and landscapes”, in partnership with
the Ministry in charge of the environment (ITTECOP) and the FRB, 15 project were
conducted between 2014 and 2017.

VNF undertakes to support and encourage scientific research focusing on the interactions
between biodiversity and linear infrastructure pressures.
VNF works in close consultation and supports environmental organizations to improve
its biodiversity preservation practices.
VNF undertakes, in partnership with the UNAF (Union National de l’ApicultureFrançaise –
French National Union for Apiculture), and as part of the « Abeille, Sentinelle de
l’environnement » program, to promote the role of pollination, and to adopt practices that
support pollinator. To do so, the association sets three apiaries on the public fluvial domain,
and manage them. Public harvests are organized by the UNAF between June and September.
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Extracted honey is then distributed to the water ways users. VNF is funding 80% of this
initiative by donating 13 000 euros in 2018, 2019 and 2020.
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Annex 3 – Results of the fish ladder of Poses-Amfreville,
for year 2018 (VNF)
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Annex 4 – Alien invasive species targeted by VNF:
environmental features72


Elodea are found in standing to running water of swamps, lakes and watercourse, they
prefer rather fresh water temperature; above 25°C they decline. However, they can
adapt to a wide range of brightness. Elodea multiply through cutting and fragmentation.
Selling, using, introducing by negligence, voluntarily, or by imprudence Nuttall’s waterweed are forbid by the ministerial ruling of the 14 October 2018, on the prevention of
the introduction and propagation of alien invasive species.
On the network, this species generates several issues: notably during the machinery
operating and navigation. They clog the floodgates and make it difficult to open and
close the lock’s doors. They get caught in ships’ propeller and can block their cooling
system. They hinder leisure and sport activities. Finally, they present a negative image
of the maintenance of the network.
VNF removes Elodeas using techniques such as: mechanical and manual uprooting,
and drying-up. Wastes are then burned in very small quantities or recycled in an
upgrading process using compounding, or methanisation (i.e. turned into bio-gas) or
finely grounding and spreading. When crushed, Elodea’s waste can be spread on dry
agricultural lands which were grown.



The species of Asian knot-weed mentioned above, are frequently found in flooded area,
near rivers and watercourse, where humidity, brightness and nutrient found in the soil
foster their growth. They can also be found in degraded and disturbed areas such as
banks, roadsides and railways. At the local scale, those plant species can develop
through cutting, but it mainly do so in a vegetative way, that is to say by growing deep
roots spreading on several meters, from which new stems appear. On the landscape
scale however, it is mainly dispersed by human movement, or water courses through
vegetative propagation. It’s not protected, nor linked to any regulation.
The invasive feature of those plant species create many difficulties in VNF’s network
management. In particular, their density on shores can block employee’s mobility,
users, and slow mowing. Moreover, snatched plants can invade lock’s doors and the
proliferation of its rootstock can undermine masonry works.
Those plant species are extremely hard to manage, their rapid growth generates
quickly an important biomass and their developing ways makes it difficult to practice
mechanical removal. Heavy or long-term management strategies are needed to control
its spreading.
Because it those plant species stock large amount of reserves underground,
mechanical and manual mowing is not efficient to remove them from VNF’s works.
Biological methods, such as introducing their predator has been used in the UK but
hasn’t been proved to be very efficient either. Hence, VNF uses the following strategy:
after repeated mowing, several actions can be carried out: sheeting can be used, as
those plants require light to develop through photosynthesis; gazing by sheep can
prevent the plant to re-grow; contestant species can be settled, such as hazels,
dogwood or spindle, they are plated through sheeting. This last method allows to
restore riparian forests as well as to prevent knot-weed development. Wastes are not
burned, but compound or crushed. Those plant species are not linked to any regulation.



Primrose willow is found in standing to slow running waters (summer low-flowed
watercourse, backwater, channels ditches, brackish or swamp). it also invades
watercourses shores, wetlands which are not too deep or wet meadow.

72 Extracted

from the guide “Guide sur les espèces exotiques envahissantes – VNF – 2016”
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Primrose willow spreads through cutting of the stem around the nods. Those fragments
are very vigorous, they can stay underwater several weeks without losing their
regeneration properties, and herbarium located outside the water can resist up to three
days. To this vegetative reproduction, adds a sexual reproduction through seeds and
fruits produced by flowers. This last type of propagation in not observed everywhere in
France, but is being watched.
Primrose willow does not directly interfere with VNF’s activities. However, land
herbarium can hinder leisure such as fishing, hunting, or rowing.
To this day, there is no removal method considered as fully efficient to fight Primrose
willow land development. For its aquatic spreading, several techniques are used, and
have to be repeated several times a year: manual uprooting for small areas; mechanical
uprooting for large biomasses; sheeting and drying-out. Wastes can be burned in small
quantities, following the regulation, compounding and methanisation has been
experienced and has shown rather satisfying results.
Selling, using, introducing by negligence, voluntarily, or by imprudence primrose willow
are forbid by the ministerial ruling of the 2nd of May 2007.


The muskrat, is a rodent mammal, both aquatic and terrestrial, it can weight up to one
kilo. It is herbivore but sometimes eats molluscs or shellfish. The muskrat lives along
slow water flow, shallow watercourses. It digs burrows in the banks. Entrances of
underwater and tunnels climb back in the bank. Sometimes, they build reed huts,
allowing the muskrat to stock supply, and to hide. Its tunnels alter the bank, creating
collapsing and leakages. The muskrat also alters lock doors’ sealing points, and
destroys buildings and automatonnes’ cables.
The muskrat can bear parasitic contagious diseases, such as leptospirosis and
orthohantavirus. The muskrat is also responsible for a lot of damages on crops.
The ministerial ruling of the 26th of May 1987 added the muskrat to list of game that can
be hunted. It is also classified as alien invasive species at the national scale. As such,
it can be killed all year long by shooting, trapping or flushing. A ministerial ruling as an
implementation of the R. 427-6 article of the French Environmental Code is renewed
every year, and fixes the period and modalities of this species’ removal.
Its introduction in the wild is forbid by the 30th of July 2010 ministerial ruling, and the
31st of July 2000 (modified by the 25th of November 2011) added it to the list of species
considered to be a plant pest.
To fight the muskrat proliferation some prevention actions are undertaken by VNF:
It is possible to try to reduce the hunt of the muskrat’s natural predators which presence
is significant in France, namely, the polecat and the American Mink. To prevent the
banks’ erosion caused by digging, the best armor is vegetation, as its rooting system
stabilizes and fixes earth. If the bank is not naturally vegetated, it’s possible to plant
some plant species, by carefully choosing them. To grid the bank also protects it
against digging and favors pants settling.
VNF also implements action to remove the muskrat, once its presence is established:
As mentioned above, shooting is allowed as part of hunting activities (ordinary hunting,
battues organized by the administering authority, or destruction by private individuals).
Hence, VNF can work in collaboration with hunters, following the regulation provided
below. Ordinary hunting and battues’ period, targeted species, concerned area,
participants, procedures and killed animals’ destination, are defined by prefectorial
decree. Battues at the communal scale can also happen, following mayor’s approval.
Flushing and trapping must be made all along the watershed to be efficient. If not,
spared zones will be used as reservoir and as a starting point for a new colonization.
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Trapping with cage trap is mandatory in areas where the presence of otters and
beavers is proven. Even if outside of those areas lethal trap is allowed, it should not be
used to avoid accidental killing of untargeted species such as beavers, otter, and
European Mink. The setting of trap is subjected to an annual declaration posted in the
mayor’s office. The cage trap must be set on banks, on a raft attached to the bank
(more efficient), or on the path formed by animals passing, it is never being totally
submerged. Carrots, apples, or corn can serve as bait. Once the muskrat captured, it
must be destroyed rapidly and without any suffering. The trap must be checked each
morning. The weapon used to shoot it at close range, must be a small arm. From a
certain number, remains can be freely collected by knackery companies. In case of
accidental capture of other animals then the muskrat, it must be quickly released.
In areas where the presence of the European Mink is proven, and defined by ministerial
ruling, cage traps set less than 200 meters from the shore must have a 5cm² opening
to allow the European Mink to escape in case of accidental trapping. In areas where
otters are found, it is forbidden to set traps along the path formed by animal passing.
Chemical control is forbid since 2007, as it impacts non-targeted species such as
beavers or water vole.
There are several ways to manage remains of the animals. VNF prescribes the use of
protecting equipment (gloves, protection suits…) when handling dead animals. One
method is knackery. It is used for batches exceeding 40 kg, and is free. Following the
L. 226-6 article of the French Rural Code, the holder of dead animals must inform
knackery services in the following 48 hours.
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